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types of building construction, with specifications and cost factors. Part III presents principles of real estate

appraising, evidences of factors of values, and theories, practice and legal precedents influencing the Assessor
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SYSTEMS AND STANDARDS HAVE BEEN ADOPTED TO THE END THAT:

1st: Property be assessed - not individuals;

2nd: Uniformity be maintained;

3rd: Any taxpayer can verify his or any other assessment;

4th: Graft be prevented;

5th: Errors be more easily detected;

6th: The Board of Revision and the Board of Tax Appeals may equalize, correct and adjust
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UNIMPROVED PROPERTY IN CUYAHOGA COUNTY -1946

UNIMPROVED PROPERTY IN CUYAHOGA COUNTY -1946

INTRODUCTION

This 1946-1947 reappraisal is essentially an equalization process. Land values
were comparatively well appraised in this county, the County Auditor having
reappraised more frequently than in any other county in the state. Indeed, the
land values were reappraised in 1942 and 1943.

Buildings, however, needed reappraising, first, because in 1931 and 1932,
during the depression, the Tax Commission of Ohio reduced the valuation of all
buildings in this county horizontally in districts, without regard to the actual
need, but never restored such values. Secondly, thousands of single family
residences have been converted into douoles during the last few years without
permits. Others have been modernized with porches, plumbing, heating, etc.
Perhaps 25,000 single car garages as a matter of policy were not initially appraised
both because they were, as a rule, generally temporary structures and, secondly,
were not worth enough to justify the expense of assessing, with all the attendant
errors usually involved in locating the property in the field and on maps.

These causes required a thorough reappraisal, which the Auditor has attempted
to effectuate during the last three years, notwithstanding the difficulty of securing
and training the necessary personnel while contemporaneously our skilled em
ployes were fighting our war.

The amount of work involved in assessing the sixty cities, villages and town
ships of this county may be visualized when we consider that there are approx.
366,500 parcels of land and approx. 230,200 buildings, not including thousands
of garages, of which there are approx. 150,000.

The parcels of Cuyahoga County are broken down as between unimproved
and im proved, as follows:

o
Parma, Maple Heights, South Euclid and Bedford, in that order, show approx. 75% of their

lots and lands to be vacant. On the other hand, Cleveland, Cleveland Heights, East Cleveland
and Lakewood, representing three-quarters of the population of the county, account for approx.
32,000 such parcels but show only 16% to be unimproved. Note that unimproved parcels in
the cities represent approx. 30 % of the aggregate, while in the villages the obverse obtains, viz.,
approx. 70% are unimproved.

This study probably overemphasizes the number of unimproved parcels in that improvements
sometimes overlap two or more parcels. Sometimes a second parcel or part of a sublot, e. g., in
the case of residences, underlies the improvement. This factor, plus the exempt and public utility
parcels, may account for approximately a 10% over-exaggeration of the number of unimproved
parcels.

Excluded from our classification of "improved" and "unimproved" parcels are the "exempt"
and "public utility" parcels. In order, however, to show the grand total number of parcels
including such exempt and public utility parcels, the last two columns were added.

UNIMPROVED IMPROVED

VILLAGES Popula- Numbor Number Total No.
Exempt

Grand% % &Publiction (Est) Parce!s Utility TotalRank District --- -- --- -- ---- -- ----
1st Beachwood ........... 450 1,995 94% 138 6% 2,133 15 2,148
2nd Brook Park ........... 1,200 1,670 91% 175 9% 1,845 133 1,978
3rd Parma Heights ........ 1,700 3,007 87% 456 13% 3,463 8 3,471
4th Pepper Pike ........... 750 943 85% 169 15% 1,112 6 1,118
5th Solon ................. 1,780 3,305 84% 608 16% 3,913 115 4,028
6th Richmond Heights ..... 600 828 82% 185 18% 1,013 3 1,016
7th Woodmere ............ 310 437 82% 97 18% 534 2 536
8th Middleburgh Hghts.... 1,350 1,364 79% 361 21% 1,725 91 1,816
9th Warrensville Hghts..... 2,400 2,622 79% 699 21% 3,321 26 3,347

10th Mayfield Heights ...... 3,000 2,662 74% 933 26% 3,595 48 3,643
11th Seven Hills ........... 800 634 74% 225 26% 859 4 863
12th Parkview .. ........... 380 331 73% 123 27% 454 6 460
13th Highland Heights ...... 470 270 70% 113 30% 383 37 420
14th North Olmsted ........ 4,200 2,764 70% 1,193 30% 3,957 78 4,035
15th Mayfield .............. 540 349 69% 158 31% 507 19 526
16th Lyndhurst ........ 3,600 2,632 69% 1,253 31% 3,885 12 3,897
17th Orange . .' ............. 670 439 69% 200 31% 639 7 646
18th Olmsted Falls ......... 890 520 68% 242 32% 762 32 794
19th Brooklyn .. ........... 4,200 1,580 67% 761 33% 2,341 84 2,425
20th Moreland Hills ........ 700 477 67% 233 33% 710 26 736
21st Westlake .......... ... 3,780 2,041 67% 1,023 33% 3,064 24 3,088
22nd Bay ..... . . . . . . . . .... 4,700 2,824 65% 1,506 35% 4,330 83 4,413
23rd Bentleyville ... ........ 120 42 62% 26 38% 68 16 U
24th Independence .... 2,100 875 61% 553 39% 1,428 54 1,482
25th Hunting Valley .... .... 350 96 60% 64 40% 160 7 167
26th Valley View .... ...... 970 321 58% 230 42% 551 20 571
27th Fairview ..... ....... . . 5,700 2,165 57% 1,658 43% 3,823 31 3,854-
28th Gates Mills .. ......... 950 348 57% 259 43% 607 36 643
29th North Randall ........ 100 19 56% 15 44% 34 4 38
30th Strongsville .. ........ 2,550 956 56% 760 44% 1,716 87 1,803
31st Broadview Heights ..... 1,480 637 55% 512 45% 1,149 9 1,158
32nd Brooklyn Heights ...... 580 125 51% 121 49% 246 14 260
33rd Glenwillow............ 220 21 51% 20 49% 41 19 60
34th Westview ............. 470 132 50% 131 50% 263 10 273
35th Brecksville ............ 2,200 521 48% 575 52% 1,096 52 1,148
36th North Royalton ....... 3,100 875 47% 992 53% 1,867 20 1,887
37th Linndale .............. 450 58 45% 70 55% 128 10 138
38th Cuyahoga Heights ..... 750 129 42% 180 58% 309 59 368
39th Bratenahl. ............ 1,360 167 39% 257 61% 424- 8 432
40th Chagrin Falls ......... 2,550 313 25% 939 75% 1,252 41 1,293
41st Newburgh Heights ..... 3,870 171 18% 758 82% 929 52 981

'--- -- --- -- --- -- ---
Total Villages ............... 68,340 41,665 69% 18,971 31% 60,636 1,408 62,OH

--- -- --- -- --- -- ---
Total Townships. ........... 7,670 2,378 62% 1,461 38% 3,839 125 3,964

--- -- --- -- --- -- ---
TOTAL CUYAHOGA CO. 1,269,910 , 131,701 36% 230,189 64% 361,890 4,670 366,56

Grand
Total

20,823
10,574
7,958
4,885

11,177
3,386
4,659

13,953
4,626
9,445

171,919
15,321
6,893

14,933

300,552

UNIMPROVED IMPROVED I

CITIES Popula- Number % Number % Total No. Exempt
&Publiction (Est) Parcels Uti.ityRank District --- -- --- -- --- --

1st Parma ................ 19,500 15,827 76% 4,943 24% 20,770 53
2nd Maple Heights ........ 9,500 7,908 75% 2,622 25% 10,530 44
3rd South Euclid .......... 9,000 5,506 69% 2,428 31% 7,934 24
4th Bedford .............. 8,000 2,926 61% 1,838 39% 4,764 121
5th Garfield Heights ....... 19,200 6,554 59% 4,554 41% 11,108 69
6th Berea ................ 7,000 1,687 52% 1,582 48% 3,269 117
7th University Heights .... 9,000 2,324 50% 2,328 50% 4,652 7
8th Euclid. ............... 28,000 6,707 48'.7,- 7,171 52% 13,878 75
9th Rocky River .......... 9,700 1,922 42% 2,643 58% 4,565 61

10th Shaker Heights ........ 27,000 3,374 37% 5,837 63% 9,211 234
11th Cleveland ... .......... 880,000 29,076 17% 140,889 83% 169,965 1,954
12th Cleveland Heights ..... 58,000 2,512 16% 12,726 84% 15,238 83
13th East Cleveland ........ 40,000 454 7% 6,309 93% 6,763 130
14th Lakewood ............. 70,000 881 6% 13,887 94% 14,768 165

--~ -- --~1-

297,4151 3,1371Total Cities ................ 1,193,900 87,658 29% 209,757 71%
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Current Sales Prices vs. True Value
The Auditor has not attempted to appraise property, especially residential

property, on the basis of today's sales prices. The economic and political con
ditions are too uncertain to predicate a substantial general increase, especially
with the uncertain control or limitation of rents of residential property. What
ever limits rent must, of course, limit value. It would indeed be ironical if
approx. 100,000 tenant-occupied buildings were assessed on the 1946 price
evidence while the rent or sustaining power will not vitalize such prices. But, it
is argued, if tenant-occupied property can not be appraised on a limited economic
value, why can not owner-occupied property be appraised on the basis of present
available sales prices. The answer must be apparent-it would involve dis
crimination between these two classes of property, the one class being appraised
Dn sales evidence, and the other class on economic capitalization.

Many people have inquired whether this reappraisal is based upon the present
sales prices, or the present cost of reproduction less depreciation, or the present
economic value, to all of which we answer that the County Auditor has sought
to value on the basis of normal value-adopting a long range viewpoint, similar
to that of assessors generally throughout the United States. His notion is that
the present values will not endure, that they will recede, but that these assess
ments will largely prevail for the next six years, the law requiring sexennial
!ea~praisal. ':fhe County Auditor has not confined himself to any single formula
III hiS reappraisal, but has sought to use all avenues of approach and all evidence
available.

Rate of Capitalization
Owners of valuable property have made persistent demand that the Assessor

con~ider economic value. In arriving at such economic value, a 5% rate of
capitalization was employed by the Assessor, otherwise it would be difficult to
make comparisons. The 5% rate is excessive as to most downtown property,
and may be inadequate as to outlying property; nevertheless the results afforded
Dpportunity for comparison with the physical value. Complainants generally
use the highest capitalization rate employed during the last twenty years. It
should be noted, however, that banks and insurance companies, formerly paying
an average of 4% on deposits, now pay an average of 1.8%. Cuyahoga County
b~:>nds issued in 1933 called for 6% interest; recent issues sold at % of 1%. The
difference between using a 4% instead of a 6% capitalization rate is 50% in
yalue, while th~ ?ifference bet~een a 2% and 6% capitalization rate is 200%
III va.lue. In arnvmg at the capital value of property, a 5% or 6% capitalization
rate IS entirely out of harmony with the yields of money in similar or other fields.
An excessive rate may result in reducing the capital value from 50% to 200%.

Public Utility and Exempt Property
The real estate of public utilities was appraised by the Assessor as agent for

the ~ax Commissioner, and all exempt properties were re-inspected and re
appraised. The latter have been perfunctorily appraised for many years in
view of the fact that it has only statistical value. Furthermore, the Board of
Tax Appeals is now the lawful exempting agency (Section 5570-1 G. C.). This
~ounty Auditor is probably the only official in Ohio ever publishing a printed
list of exem pts.

Annual Reappraisal
While the property of Cuyahoga County has been reappraised for 1946, since

the law permits annual complaint of all property, the situation indirectly requires
that there be an annual reappraisal; changing economic conditions and social
control, uncertainty of prices, falling market rate of money, etc., will probably

require reappraisal in the near future, if not again in 1947 of much residential,
commercial or manufacturing property, either of the land or the buildings.

Cost of Reappraisal
The Auditor is considerably gratified with the savings involved in this re

appraisal. In 1943 the Auditor, because of personnel difficulties during the
war, sought cost estimates from leading appraisal engineering concerns, who
submitted estimated bids ranging from $930,000 to $1,500,000. The Auditor
concluded that the work would be better done and at a cheaper price under his
own direction and according to past policies and plans of uniformity. The total
cost of this work, performed by the Auditor's deputies, was approx. $650,000
for 1944, 1945 and 1946, years of steadily increasing costs of labor, thus show
ing a savings of approx. $850,000 (compared with the highest bid of $1,500,000
by a private concern).

Acknowledgments
This reappraisal was started during the war years of 1943, 1944 and 1945.

It was completed in the year 1946. Our effort was to make a thorough job,
combing over the entire county for possible omissions and corrections. Because
of the difficulty of securing proper personnel, after so many of our force joined
the armed forces and defense industries, the job was necessarily done by night
crews of our regular force and with the aid of two hundred school teachers em
ployed during the summer months of 1944, 1945 and 1946. The County Auditor
desires also to thank the many building owners and managers, realtors and
others for their gracious assistance and cooperation.

Valuation Consultants
To eliminate any charge of bias or emotional reaction in appralsmg real

estate, the Auditor employed the best sources of information within his reach
for advice and consultation in fixing values. In fixing the land value units he
employed the following consultants, all prominent realtors of Cuyahoga County:
Mr. Roy C. Carpenter, former President of the Cleveland Real Estate Board
and of the Ohio Association of Real Estate Boards, Director of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards; Mr. Edwin H. Mcintosh, former President
of the Cleveland Real Estate Board, member of its Valuation Committee, M.A.!.;
and Mr. Max J. Rudolph, former President of the Cleveland Real Estate Board
and of the Ohio Association of Real Estate Boards, member of the Cleveland
Real Estate Board's Valuation Committee, and M.A.!.

In the appraising of industrial buildings the well known engineering firm of
Cole-Layer Company was employed for field work, enumeration, consultation
and general assistance.

Of necessity any reappraising of approx. 600,000 items of land and
buildings must involve many errors that need correction. It goes with
out saying that the Auditor welcomes any information that will tend
to correct any abnormal situations.

Taxes Within Your Control
Nowhere in the United States have the people greater control of the tax rate

than in the State of Ohio. If taxes increa~e it will generally be due to popular
vote. If the taxes are too high, it is not the fault of the Assessor; the public
should keep a watchful eye on the tax-spender and control tax spending, which,
of course, predetermines the tax rate.

A Reluctant Duty
The job of reappraising real estate in the county in any year is a heroic task-
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a task from which any county official would naturally shrink. It was undertaken
reluctantly and only as a duty imposed by law. It can be done successfully only
with the full and whole-hearted cooperation of taxpayers.

Filing Complaints (See Part III for law and practice.)
Complaints must be filed on or before the last day for payment of the first

half taxes, and must be for the current year.
Many taxpayers complain that their taxes are too high. Complaints merely

alleging that the assessment is "too high" will be rejected. The Board has
jurisdiction over the amount of taxes which are fixed by the Legislature and the
electoral vote.

Complaints not signed and sworn to will also be rejected. Section 5601 of the
General Code of Ohio provides in part that the Board shall not make any re
duction unless the facts justifying the reduction are set forth and sworn to.

One sale or offer to sell a piece of property at less than the assessed value does
not necessarily fix its value nor a value (or all neighboring property any more
than a sale or offer to sell at double the assessed value would require an increase
of complainant's property.

Section 5560 of the General Code of Ohio provides in part that the price for
which real property would sell at auction or at forced sale shall not be taken
as the criterion of the true value.

The fact that the building is vacant or poorly rented is irrelevant, unless a
fundamental and patent cause therefore be assigned.

Many complainants ask what evidence ought to be submitted in addition to
answering all of the questions on the complaint form. It is suggested that the
following additional facts and data may be submitted with the complaint:

1. Plat of property, showing property lines, original lot number, sublot number, acreage, etc~
2. Legal description of the land.
3. Photograph of the building.
4. Dimensions and height of each floor.
5. Description of the building (type of architecture, interior & exterior finish, etc.).
6. Book value, land and building, for each year, during the past five years.
7. Comparison of rentals received with rentals of nearby buildings of similar type.
8. Last balance sheet, as submitted to the U. S. Government.
9. Copy of income tax report for last five years, as submitted to the U. S. Government.

10. Such further facts and figures, not specifically requested, which are peculiar to your
property.

11. Net earnings' statement for last five years.
12. Estimated future earnings for the next five years.
13. Recent sales or leases of similar property.
14. Amount of insurance carried on the building.
15. Value given to bank to secure prospective loan; copies of RFC, FHA and/or HOLC

application for loan, etc.

Part I-Land
It has been the custom in Cuyahoga County to print, in book form, maps

showing the unit land values with appropriate descriptive matter explaining
how each owner may approximately arrive at the assessment of his particular
property. The publication of such maps provides the best kind of notice of
individual assessments of land values both absolute and relative, and in addition
offers the best evidence of impartiality and uniformity, thus securing wide and
general public sanction, and thereby elimin,!ting complaints.

Uniformity (See Part III for law and practice)
As true values are mythical, only approximate relative values are possible.

6

Evidence of readiness to sell and that the property has been on the market at
less than the assessment is some evidence. The sincerity of a taxpayer's state
ment of willingness to sell is best indicated by filing evidence that an option to
sell at less than the assessment had been in effect for some time prior thereto
filing copy of a newspaper ad or a letter from a member of the Real Estate Board
certifying that a member had been commissioned to sell the property at a price.

Board of Revision Procedure
Complainants should be advised of the necessity for fair statements to the

Board of Revision. No bank loans money without investigating the assessment.
Statements on file may militate against the proper adjustment of insurance loss.
In a number of instances complaining property owners, after destruction of their
building by fire, found to their sorrow that their insurance loss was limited to
the sworn statement contained in their complaint. In appropriation cases by
the city, such statements may militate against a proper award. Sales are fre
quently lost because of untruthful statements filed with the Board of Revision.
Often a complaint shows that the property is under-assessed which may result
in the Board raising the assessment. When it appears to the Board that the
property is. not assessed at 100% of its true value, it is the duty of the Board,
under law, to raise the assessment.

The Board Represents the:Absent Owner
It should be remembered that the Board represents the absent owner, as

well as the present complainant, that a reduction to one, if not meritorious,
is an injustice to every other taxpayer, that one unjustified complaint allowed
invites charges of "stand in," that every complaint granted stimulates a dozen
others; and finally that a change in a particular assessment, when based on
general rule and system, vitiates the whole.

Warning as to Filing Complaints
"Tax racketeers" frequently solicit the filing of complaints. It is your duty

to inquire as to the amount of your new assessment and to obtain all the facts
pertaining to same at the Valuation Department of the County Auditor's Office
before entering into any agreement with these solicitors. Many taxpayers have
learned to their financial regret that these racketeers simply extort a fee and
have absolutely no evidence to support their claim for reduction when the cases
are presented to the Board of Revision. Complaints thus filed will be regarded
with suspicion. Complaints are accorded a fuller hearing in Cleveland than in any
other large city. Fair-minded taxpayers generally realize that we have met
conditions squarely and that their properties are equitably assessed. No matter
what the tax or assessment there will always be complaint by certain taxpayers.

Assessments
The Department, wherever possible, adopts standards, rules and principles for
application to similar conditions. It is not so material as to what these standards
may be as that uniformity shall prevail. Property owners are willing to bear
the same burden as their neighbors, but no more. The unwillingness to pay
taxes generally arises through fear that discrimination is being practiced. Not
only must uniformity be practiced for the sake of the owner, but to protect the
name and reputation of the Assessor. Discrimination as between neighbors is
bound to reflect on the honesty of the official and lose to him his greatest asset
the confidence of the community. Discrimination is bound to produce an endless
amount of confusion, partiality, favoritism and finally graft.
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This procedure in the appraisal of the land values of Cleveland has operated
to secure an equalization of values. When general appraisals have been fixed
on a uniform basis and entered on the duplicate, individual reductions will
involve inequality and dissatisfaction. When assessments are thus made on
the uniform standard, any lowering of a particular value will create greater
confusion than previously existed.

Many property owners seek to establish true value through experts even
though such value offends against uniformity. Experts are hired at great cost
to attack the Assessor's valuation. They testify to the value of a parcel com
plained of, unrelated and divorced from any and all other property or classes of
property. Even if their paid testimony were accepted as proving their contention,
it should be remembered that many state constitutions, like Ohio, prescribe also
that property should be assessed by a uniform rule. Anyone can hazard a guess as
to the value of a single property, but the Assessor has a far greater responsibility,
namely, to distribute the burden equally through the application of systematic
methods of assessment. In the words of the Supreme Court of Virginia in the
case of City of Roanoke vs. Gibson, 161 Va. 342, 347; 170 S. E. 723 (1933):

"Any system of assessments which taxes all citizens ratably and
alike meets the tests of our Constitution and of the 14th Amend
ment to the Federal Constitution ... And it is not important if
the assessment be high or low provided it is uniform ... It is not
enough to show that the assessment is excessive, as compared with
an assessment against A, or against B. It must plainly appear
that it is out of line with methods of valuation adopted in the tax
ing district as a whole."

Unit Value Maps
Unit value or outline maps were prepared of each taxing district in the county,

which maps indicate, in a general way and without being drawn to scale, the
streets in the district. The Department over a period of years has tabulated
thousands of sales and offers to sell property, also leases and store rentals, in
every section of the county. With this information, deputy assessors viewed
the property on all streets and consulted real estate experts and other interested
taxpayers.

Land Calculations
The following rules and principles employed in calculating land values will

show the general method employed in deducing land values from various kinds
of lots from street unit values previously fixed. Such derived values will not be
necessarily controlling, being of finality only where the summation process of
appraisal only is employed. In any and all cases this physical appraisal may be
irrelevant where economic consideration exceeds the physical value, in which
case the total value of the improved property becomes an additional factor
land and building values derived analytically therefrom are not assessments,
they are approximations only of the combined value and are not subject to
complaint.

The standard unit of value is hased on land 1 foot front by 100 feet deep. For variations of
depth the Cleveland Standard (Somers) Curve is used. The Zangerle Curve is used for corner
influence additions. Numerals on inside of lot indicate dimensions. Numerals on outside of lot
indicate street unit values.

The following table gives, in epitomized form, the depth curve used in Cleveland as compared
with the depth curves used in other cities:

DEPTH RULE

STANDARDS COMPARED

Cleveland Harper Baltimore
Depth Curve Neill Rule Milwaukee Edgar, Standard
in Feet (Somers) (Hoffman) 1931 London (150 feet)

5 14.35 17 17 23.0 9.0
10 25.00 26 28 32.0 15.0
15 33.22 33 37 39.0 21. 0
20 41.00 39 44 45.0 27.0
25 47.90 44 49 50.0 33.0

--

30 54.00 49 54 55.0 38.5
40 64.00 58 63 63.0 49.0
50 72.50 67 70 70.5 58.5

60 79.50 74 77 77.5 67.0
70 85.60 81 84 83.6 73.9
75 88.30 84 87 86.6 76.9

-
80 90.90 88 I 90 89.4 79.6
90 95.60 94 95 95.0 84.2

100 100.00 100 100 100.0 88.0

110 104.00 .. 103 105.0 91. 1
120 107.50 ..

I

107 109.5 93.8
125 109.05 112 109 112.6 95.0
140 113.00 113 118.2 98.2
150 115.00 118 115 122.4 100.0

160 116.80 .. . 117 126.4 ...
175 119:14 122 119 132.3 ...
180 119.80 120 134.2 ...
200 122.00 125 122 141. 4 ., .

CLEVELAND DEPTH RULE APPLIED

$'50 STREET
SO'

To find the value of a
rectangular lot, 80 feet
front by 150 feet deep.
Unit $50.00.

Fig. 1

According to the Cleveland Standard Depth Table, the percentage for 150 feet depth is 115%.
To obtain the actual unit for 1 foot front by 150 feet depth multiply the standard unit $50.00
(1 foot front by 100 feet deep) by 115';;), the percentage for 150 feet depth.

EXAMPLE:
$50.00 x 115% (% for 150 ft. depth) equals $57.50 ACTUAL UNIT
80 ft. front x $57.50 (Actual Unit) equals $4,600. VALUE OF LOT
It will be noticed that there is not a very wide variation in the valuation of the different parts

of a lot 100 feet in depth under the various standards. The apparent differences are largely due
to a change of standard unit. When it is borne in mind that a change of standard (150 feet e. g.
instead of 100 feet as in the Baltimore Depth Table) involves an increased unit dollar value, it
will be seen that even in such case there is great similarity in the valuation of the parts of such lots.
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Fig. 2

$ 1000 UNIT STREET

These rules are a modification of the more easily memorized 4-3-2-1 rule, meaning by this
that the first 25 feet are worth 40%, the second 25 feet 30%, etc. The table following is mOle
readable:

It is apparent from the foregoing that lot A plus B is equal to Lot C plus D, to E plus F, to
G plus H and to I, as it should be. Yet if these lots were appraised on other than a unit basis,
i.e., 1 foot x 100 feet, it would show the following anomalies.

$25,000
30,500

5,500
$61,000

$36,250
24,750

$61,000

$57,500
3,500

$61,000

$50,000
11,000

$61,000

$61,000
$61,000

Somers Rule
25 feet = 47.90%
50 feet = 72.50%
75 feet = 88.30%

100 feet = 100 %

.&,lJ· il.~ .0 so ,so so

~
~C •A

0
!G

III E
f-B~

0
0

0 '" I...
0.. 0: -

~H-
~f

4-3-2-1 RULE COMPARED

4-3-2-1 Rule
25 feet = 40% 25 feet = 40%
25 feet = 30% 50 feet = 70%
25 feet = 20% 75 feet = 90%
25 feet = 10% 100 feet = 100%

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

CALCULATIONS OF THE VALUE OF EACH LOT

A. 25 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ $1,000
B. 25 ft. x 122% (% for 200 ft. depth) @ 1,000

(Rear) 25 ft. x 22% (% for 200 ft. minus % for 100 ft. depth) @ 1,000
TOTAL VALUE A and B .

C. 50 ft. x 72.5% (% for 50 ft. depth) @ $1,000
D. 50 ft. x 49.5% (% for 200 ft. minus % for 50 ft. depth) @ 1,000

TOTAL VALUE C and D .

E. 50 ft. x 115% (%for 150 ft. depth) @ $1,000
F. 50 ft. x 7% (% for 200 ft. minus % for 150 ft. depth) .- .. @ 1,000

TOTAL VALUE E and F ..

G. 50 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ $1,000
H. 50 ft. x 22% (% for 200 ft. minus % for 100 ft. depth) @ 1,000

TOTAL VALUE G and H .

I. 50 ft. x 122% (% for 200 ft. depth) @ $1,000
TOTAL VALUE I. .

THE DIFFICULTY OF COMPUTING VALUES ON
OTHER THAN A STANDARD FOOT BASIS

The importance of adopting a standard unit foot is well illustrated by the following graph,
together with the valuations as produced under the Cleveland unit system as compared with
the adoption of a square foot or running foot method.

Total 100 feet = 100%

From the above, it will be seen that the 4-3-2-1 rule differs from the Somers and other rules in
placing less value in the first 25 feet. For field work, however, it is more usable because of its
simplicity.

CLEVELAND STANDARD DEPTH TABLE

(Somers Curve)

DEPTH PERCENTAGE TABLE For Lots From 1 to 700 Feet Deep

The following is a detailed table of the Cleveland (Somers) Depth Standard used:

Feet Feet Feet Feet Feet
Deep % Deep % Deep % Deep % Deep %

.._---

1 3.10 51 73.25 101 100.43 151 115.19 201 122.10
2 6.10 2 74.00 2 100.85 2 115.38 2 122.20
3 9.00 3 74.75 3 101. 27 3 115. 57 3 122.30
4 11. 75 4 75.50 4 101.70 4 115.76 4 122.40
5 14.35 5 76.20 5 102.08 5 115.95 5 122.50
6 16.75 6 76.90 6 10.2.48 6 116.12 210 122.95
7 19.05 7 77.55 7 102.88 7 116.29 15 123.38
8 21.20 8 78.20 8 103.25 8 116.46 20 123.80
9 23.20 9 78.85 9 103.62 9 116.62 30 124.60

_. ----- ----_. - ---------. -------_._-----------._-- --~..._--_._-~------- ---- --

10 25.00 60 79.50 110 104.00 160 116.80 240 125.35
1 26.70 1 80.14 1 104.36 1 116.96 50 126.05
2 28.36 2 80.77 2 104.72 2 117.13 60 126.75
3 29.99 3 81. 38 3 105.08 3 117.30 70 127.40
4 31. 61 4 82.00 4 105.43 4 117.47 80 128.05
5 33.22 5 82.61 5 105.78 5 117.64 90 128.65
6 34.82 6 83.21 6 106.13 6 117.79 300 129.25
7 36.41 7 83.82 7 106.47 7 117.94 10 129.80
8 37.97 8 84.42 8 106.81 8 118.09 20 130.35
9 39.50 9 85.01 9 107.15 9 118.24 30 130.90

20 41.00 70 85.60 120 107.50 170 118.40 340 131.40
1 42.50 1 86.15 1 107.80 1 118.54 50 131. 90
2 43.96 2 86.70 2 108.11 2 118.70 60 132.40
3 45.30 3 87.24 3 108.43 3 118.85 70 132.85
4 46.61 4 87.78 4 108.75 4 119.00 80 133.30
5 47.90 5 88.30 5 109.05 5 119.14 90 133.75
6 49.17 6 88.82 6 109.35 6 119.28 400 134.20
7 50.40 7 89.35 7 109.65 7 119.41 10 134.60
8 51. 61 8 89.87 8 109.93 8 119.54 20 135.00
9 52.81 9 90.39 9 110.21 9 119.67 30 135.40

30 54.00 80 90.90 130 110.50 180 119.80 440 135.80
1 55.05 1 91.40 1 110.76 1 119.92 50 136.15
2 56.10 2 91. 89 2 111. 02 2 120.05 60 136.50
3 57.15 3 92.38 3 111. 28 3 120.18 70 136.85
4 58.20 4 92.86 4 111.55 4 120.31 80 137.20
5 59.25 5 93.33 5 111. 80 5 120.43 90 137.55
6 60.25 6 93.80 6 112.05 6 120.55 500 137.85
7 61.25 7 94.27 7 112.28 7 120.66 10 138.15
8 62.20 8 94. 73 8 112.52 8 120.77 20 138.45
9 63.10 9 95.17 9 112.76 9 120.88 30 138.75

40 64.00 90 95.60 140 113.00 190 121. 00 540 139.05
1 64.95 1 96.04 1 113.22 1 121.10 50 139.30
2 65.90 2 96.50 2 113.43 2 121. 21 60 139.55
3 66.75 3 96.95 3 113.64 3 121.32 70 139.80
4 67.60 4 97.40 4 113.85 4 121. 43 80 140.05
5 68.45 5 97.85 5 114.05 5 121. 53 600 140.55
6 69.30 6 98.30 6 114.25 6 121. 62 20 140.95
7 70.10 7 98.74 7 114.45 7 121. 71 40 141. 35
8 70.90 8 99.17 8 114.64 8 121. 80 60 141. 75
9 71. 70 9 99.58 9 114.82 9 121. 90 80 142.05

50 72.50 100 100.00 150 115.00 200 122.00 700 142.35
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TRIANGLE WITH BASE ON STREET

TRIANGLE TABLE

TRIANGULAR LOTS

Compute the value of the lot as a rectangle. When the base of the triangle fronts on the
street multiply the value of the rectangle by the percentage corresponding to the depth of the
perpendicular, as shown in the triangle table. When the apex of the triangle is on the street
REVERSE the triangle table, i.e., DEDUCT the percentage for the depth of the perpendicular
from 100%.

To find the value of lot
ABCD, 186 feet front, 120
feet deep and 90 feet wide in
the rear. Unit $500.

IRREGULAR LOTS
Irregular lots should be divided into rectangles, triangles, parallelograms or trapezoids.

-. 500 stREET

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD $82,950

BACK LOTS
Lots which have no street frontage are termed "back lots."

TRIANGLE WITH APEX ON STREET
To find the value of triangle BCD 50 feet by 110 feet with apex on the street. Unit $100.

EXAMPLE:
50 ft. x 104% (% for 110 ft. depth) @ $100 unit x trio 34% (100% minus

66% - 34%: % for trio apex on street) = $1,770 Tri. BDC
The above percentages of value are merely convenient tables resulting from the use of the

Cleveland Standard depth tables of value for variations of the standard lot. The same results
would be secured by zoning the lot, i.e., taking the average width of each zone 10 feet in depth,
as a rectangle or trapezium, and multiplying by the Somers table of percentage for each such
10 foot zone and adding the result. This triangular system will be found to save the labor of
writing, calculating and adding the several zones of each lot, a very laborious method.

Fig. 4

Divide lot into a rectangle and two triangles by drawing lines from point D to E and from
point C to F, perpendicular to AB. Proceed to find the value of the rectangle EFCD and the
triangles AED and FBC.

EXAMPLE:
EFCD, 90 ft. x 107.50% (% for 120 ft. depth) @ $500 = $48,375
Tri. AED, 36 ft. x 107.50% (% for 120 ft. depth) x trio 67% (% for trio base

on street) @ 500 = 12,964
Tri. FBC, 60 ft. x 107.50% (% for 120 ft. depth) x trio 67% (% for trio base

on street) @ 500 = 21,607

..

G $1,000
I. . . . . . . . . .. 1,220

G $10.00
H 2.20
1. . . . . . . . . .. 6.10

C $ 725
E 1,150

D $ 3.30
E........... 7.67
F........ . .. 1.40

When perpendicular is 10 feet, take 50 % of full rectangle value
" " "20"" 55. 5%"" " "

.. 30" 58 %" ..

.. 40 59 %" ..

.. 50 60 %" ..

.. 60" 61 %" ..

.. 70 62 %" ..

.. 80 63 %"
"90 64% ....
.. 100 65 %" ..
.. 110" 66 %" ..
.. 120" 67 %" ..
.. 130" 68 %" ..
.. 140" 69 %" ..
.. 150" 70 %" ..
.. 200 H 73.5% ....
.. 250 77.5%" ..
.. 300" 79 %" ..
.. 350" 80 0/0" ..
.. 400 81 %" ..
.. 450" 82 %" ..
.. 500" 83 %" ..
.. 550 84 %" ..
.. 600 85 %" ..

SQUARE FOOT VALUE:
A $10.00
B........... 4.80
C 14.50

RUNNING FOOT VALUE:
A $1,000
B 1,440

$ 100 STREET 100 STREET

Compute the value of the rectangle ABCD 50 feet front by 110 feet deep, as an inside lot.
The value of the triangle ABC is then arrived at by multiplying the value of the rectangle by
66% (% for triangle with 110 foot perpendicular base on street).

EXAMPLE:
50 ft. x 104% (% for 110 ft. depth) @ $100 unit x trio 66% (% for trio base on

street) = $3,430 Tri. ABC

To find the value of a back
lot ABCD 50 feet front by
50 feet deep, removed 140
feet from the street. Unit $100

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

----JD
Fig. 3

To find the value of triangle
ABC 50 feet front by 110 feet
deep with base on the street.
Unit $100.

1 So i
I I
I I
1 I
:0 I
I" I

'~I"" I
0\1 I
....1 I

:0;
Fig. 5

The value could be obtained by computing the lot as two rectangles. The first rectangle would
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AVERAGE DEPTH OF MERGED LOTS

When lot lines are not equal in depth, find the merge point on each lot line. Compute as two
separate lots, using the average depth of each.

he 50 feet front hy 190 deep. The second rectangle would be 50 feet front by 140 feet deep. The
difference would be the value of the hack lot.

To simplify computing the value of a back lot subtract the percentage for the intervening depth
from the percentage for the full depth, thusly: 121 % for the full depth of 190 feet MINUS 113%
for intervening depth of 140 feet equals 8%, the percentage for 50 foot hack lot depth.

EXAMPLE:
ABCD, 50 ft. x 8');) (*121 '10 minus 113%). . (a) $100 = $400

*Total depth. . . . . .190 ft. = 121 %
Less intervening depth... . .. 140 ft. = 113%

NET REMOVED DEPTH .. 50 ft. =

EXAMPLE:
EABF, 50 ft. x 107.5% (% for 120 ft. depth) ..
DCBF, 50 ft. x 64% (% for 40 ft. depth) .

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT EACD .

. @ $3,000 = $161,250

. @ 1,000 = 32,000

. $193,250

MERGED LOTS

When a lot extends from one street to another and the streets have separate units, the values
should he merged.

stREET
A

ALLEYS

An alley should have a unit assigned ONLY when lots fronting thereon have no other
accessihilit·y.

If the alley does not have a unit assigned add one-half of its width to the lot, either as an
addition to die frontage or to the depth of the lot, or hoth.

$ 100 STREET

o
o-

o
N

T

To find the value of lot
EACD fronting on two
streets, with units of $3,000,
and j\\ ,000, respecti vely.

SO' ,,'1.•., I
I
I
I
I

• I

~-12LALLEY
Fig. 7

To find the value of a lot 50
feet front hy 100 feet det·p,
hounded at the side and rear by
a 12 ft. alley to which no unl t
has Iwen assigned.

To find the merge point FB:

1st: Add the high and low units together, 3,000 plus 1,000 equals 4,000, the whole, of which
each unit is a proportionate part.

2nd: Divide the number of feet in depth ED (160) by the sum obtained (4,000), and multiply
the quotient (.04) hy each of the units, (3,000 x .04 equals 120) and (1,000 x .04 equals 40).
Therefore, the merge point FE is 120 feet from the high valued street and 40 feet from the
low valued street. Compute as two separate lots.

1st: Add one-half of the width of side alley to lot as frontage.
2nd: Add one-half of the width of rear alley to lot as depth.
3rd: Compute the value of the lot on the hasis of 56 feet front by 106 feet deep.

EXAMPLE:
56 ft. x 102.48% (% for 106 ft. depth) .....•.....•....................... (ii) $100= $5,740

The above rule applies to Business or Semi-Business property.
No addition is made to the value of Residential property, Jor side or rear alley influence.

Corner Lot Assessments
ZANGERLE METHOD OF APPRAISING

No subject of appraisal is so thoroughly mystical, so undeveloped as the matter of corner
lots. The additional value of a corner lot over an inside lot must depend on the depth and width
of the corner lot and the relative value of the side street. For example, a small parcel 25 feet
by 100 feet located on a corner can he utilized for its entire area due to frontage on both the
main and side streets which provide light, air and accessihility. That is to say, every foot of the
depth of a corner lot has a frontage on the side street. An inside lot may not he so used. The
corner lot is, therefore, worth more than the inside lot, even though the side street may he only
an alley 12 feet wide. For the purposes indicated, a 25 foot lot, corner of a 12 foot alley, is worth
practically as much as perhaps a 3S foot inside lot. In other words, such a lot is worth 40'l, more
than the inside lot. However, as the lot gets wider, the relative value of an alley to the lot he
comes less. The deeper the lot on such alley, the more the rear value is dependent thereon. Its
value might he very, very little without the facilities of access, unless it had a rear frontage or
other easements or rights, which frequently arc costly to secure.

If a mere public alley or private right-of-way adds 40'/,) or less to the value of a business lot,
how much greater per cent of increased value will arise when such a lot is located on a 50 to 75
foot alley or blind street, permitting high structures, affording light, air, loading, unloading,

10

turning, etc.? When to these facilities for additional use of grou~d floor, basement and upper
stories, we now assume a live business street, involving added showcase facilities, sidewalk trallic,
more buying-when these intersecting streets are worth from 10'/,) to 100% of main street values,
it must be evident that such corner lots become more valuable than allev corners and that they
take on additional values in proportion to their width and the relative ~alue of the side street.

When such a corner lot is very deep, permitting and requiring stores to be fronted on the
side street, it must be evident that a greater per cent of value inures to a deep corner lot than
to a shallow corner lot. Any system devised for determining corner lot values must consider
and value each of these varying factors.

The Zangerle system has now been in vogue over 35 years. It has given almost general satis
faction, requiring but a few minutes of application to understand. Real estate experts, upon
investigation, and understanding the Zangerle appraisal system, are warm advocates thereof.
This, of course, does not mean that exception to the rule must not be made. The entire system
of rules, laid down in this book, merely attempts to adopt values to correspond generally to a
normal situation. The rules and standards are mea.cures, not creators of values.

The system of figuring corner values, hereinafter set forth, is probably the most elastic and
adaptahle to variable conditions ever devised for public use. In the 1916 assessment the very
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simple Baltimore system of treating a corner lot as two lots, one fronting on each street, was
used. Some objection thereto was interposed on the part of the real estate interests. An examina
tion of hundreds of important corners, comparing such assessments with the known sales or
capitalized leases, where the approximate units for inside lots were known as correct, established
to our satisfaction that the Baltimore method was not excessive or unjust. However, in deference
to the Cleveland Real Estate Board, the second largest of such bodies in the United States, a
reduction of appro.\imately 28% in such corner additions was decided upon. The Zangerle Curve
reflects such deduction. Those wishing a more detailed discussion should read "Principles of
Real Estate Appraising" by the writer. In corner values, as with inside property, we feel that
uniformity of application to a system is far more important than any ideal of perfection for
particular lots-which perfection is in itself impossible, especially in a varying market.

1st: Compute the value of lot ABCD, 50 feet front by 100 feet deep as an inside lot, at the high
unit using the standard depth rate.

2nd: Corner Influence. Compute the value of the lot fronting 100 feet on the side street by
50 feet deep, at the unit $300 using the corner influence percentage table for the depth.

EXAMPLE:
ABCD, 50 ft. front x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ $1,000 = $50,000
Corner bfluence, 100 ft. front x 63% (% for 50 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 300 = 18,900

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD $68,900

CORNER LOT MORE THAN .100 FEET DEEP

Fig. 10

As the corner influence extends 100 feet from the main and side streets, divide the lot ABCD
as shown in sketch. Proceed to compute the value as follows:
1st: Compute the value of AEHG 100 feet front on the main street 100 feet deep as an inside

lot, at the main street unit $2,500.

Fig. 9

1st: Compute the value of the main street frontage 100 feet deep (ABCD) as indicated in
example of corner lot 100 feet deep-see Figure 8.

2nd: Compute the value of the remaining portion of the lot (DEFC) as an inside lot fronting
20 feet on the side street 50 feet deep, at the side street unit $300, using the Cleveland Stand
ard Depth Table.

3rd: Compute the corner influence as shown in Figure 8.
EXAMPLE:
ABCD, 50 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ $1,000 = $50,000
DEFC, 20 ft. x 72.50% (% for 50 ft. depth) @ 300 = 4,350
Corner Influence, 100 ft. x 63% (% for 50 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 300 = 18,900

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABFE......................... . ... $73,250

BUSINESS CORNER
WITH FRONTAGE AND DEPTH EXCEEDING 100 FEET

..J ~~500 STREET
~

To find the value of lot
ABFE (more than 100
feet deep). Main street
unit $1000. Side street
unit $300.

of lot
front
Main
Side

To find the value
ABCD 152 ~feet

by 190 feet deep.
street unit $2,500.
street unit $1,500.

I
f- I
W 0 Iw 0
a:: I
f- I ~
CIlG ------.JH !'

I
I

~ Ig I
~ ~D1_----F_F__----'C

'1IJ.

100' SZ

--.JI
MAIN S=T':":RE=E=T-

$ IO~=-'T_
A

~ .
W ~W ()
a: ~

In D o --- C
O£N$' F

~-Feet Feet Feet Feet Feet
Deep % Deep 0/ Deep % Deep % Deep %/0

--------- --------

1 3.3 21 41. 3 41 58.6 61 66.2 81 70.1
2 6.4 22 42.6 42 59.2 62 66.4 82 70.2
3 9.5 23 43.8 43 59.7 63 66.6 83 70.3
4 12.5 24 44.9 44 60.2 64 66.8 84 70.4
5 15 25 46 45 60. 7 65 67 85 70.5
6 17.3 26 47 46 61. 2 66 67.2 86 70.6
7 19.5 27 48 47 61. 7 67 67.4 87 70.7
8 21. 5 28 49 48 62.2 68 67.6 88 70.8
9 23.3 29 50 49 62.6 69 67.8 89 70.9

._-------

10 25 30 51 50 63 70 68 90 71.
11 26. 7 31 51. 9 51 63.3 71 68.2 91 71. 1
12 28.4 32 52.8 52 63.6 72 68.4 92 71. 2
13 30 33 53.6 53 63.9 73 68.6 93 71. 3
14 31. 6 34 54.3 54 64.2 74 68.8 94 71. 4
15 33 35 55 55 64.5 75 69 95 71.5
16 34.4 36 55.6 56 64.8 76 69.2 96 71. 6
17 35.8 37 56.2 57 65.1 77 69.4 97 71. 7
18 37.2 38 56.8 58 65.4

I
78 69.6 98 71. 8

19 38.6 I 39 57.4 59 65.7 79 69.8 99 71. 9
---- --------- 1----- --_.-

20 40. 40 58 60 66. 80 70 100 72.

CORNER LOT 100 FEET DEEP

STREET

B
To find the value of
the corner lot ABCD.
Main street unit $1000.
Side street unit $300.

C

tf) Fig. 8

CORNER INFLUENCE
The Zangerle method of valuing corners is simple. The corner lot of 100 feet x 100 feet is

treated as two lots, one fronting on the main street and one fronting on the side street. Thus,
the frontage of the main street lot becomes the depth of the side street lot and vice versa. In
figuring the main street lot, the percentage of value for its depth is figured on the usual percentage
for inside lots, viz.: 100% for 100 feet depth. The side street lot, however, will be figured on the
Zangerle Curve which modifies the percentage for depth, viz.: 72% for 100 feet in depth. In
case such side street lot is of less depth than 100 feet, use the corresponding percentage as
shown below. This is not applicable beyond 100 feet each wav from the corner.

CORNER INFLUENCE PERCENTAGE TABLE
(Zan~erle Curve)

(For Depth on Side Street which is the Frontage on the Main Street)
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Fig. 11

To find the value of lot
AEH] fronting on three
streets.

To find the value of lot
ABCD removed 25 feet
from main street. Main
street unit $7,000. Side
street uni t $1,000.

STREET

Fig. 13

$ 2100

~
W·
W 0
a::. 2
~o
V>

8
~..

$250

Fig. 12

, 7000

:1tl '00'
~jl\l tI,
W
W ~ liZ,
a:: "'"
~
V>EIt_-------- F
0D = /00' C
o
o

EXAMPLE:
ABFE, 100 ft. x 52.10% (% for 100 ft. depth minus % for 25 ft. depth) @ $7,000 = $364,700
DEFC, 25 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ 1,000 = 25,000
Corner Influence, 75 ft. x 72% (% for 100 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 1,000 = 54,000

------

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD $443,700

THREE STREET FRONTAGE
When a lot, having a frontage of more than 100 feet on a high valued street, extends through

to a low valued street and is bounded on one side by a street having a value between the high
and the low valued streets and the point of merge is MORE than 100 feet from the high valued
street.

1st: Divide the lot as shown in sketch. Compute the value of ABCD 100 feet front by 100 feet
deep as an inside lot, at the high valued unit $2,100. Compute the corner influence 100 feet
front on the side street 100 feet deep, at the side street unit $400.

1st: Draw a line (EF) 100 feet from the corner, parallel to the main street. Compute the value
of lot ABFE as a back lot (see Figure 5) 100 feet front by 100 feet deep minus 25 feet.

2nd: Compute the value of lot DEFC, 25 feet front by 100 feet deep as an inside lot fronting
on the side street.

3rd: Compute the corner influence 75 feet front on the side street 100 feet deep, at the side
street unit $1,000.

BUSINESS CORNER - REMOVED FROM MAIN STREET
In computing the value of lots, any part of which are within 100 feet of the corner, but not

fronting on the main street, calculate the lot from the main street within 100 feet as a back lot.
Apply corner influence from the side street, only to a depth of 100 feet from the main street.
Compute the balance of the parcel as an inside lot fronting on the side street.

470

848

500 = 5,520

500 = 4,875

IV/!2 "

IVai Zo/?e

.No.~ "

.HaS·

.... #a7 "

...... Nt1.8 •

...•..• IVt1.' •

•...••..• #t1./0"

72' ~
"-

78' ~

74.' ~

..2' ~

50' ~

~O'
~,.. ~

------------

% (% for 10 ft. depth) @ $500 = $7,875
% (% for 20 ft. depth

less 10 ft. depth) @
75 ft. (average width) x 13 % (% for 30 ft. depth

less 20 ft. depth). . . . . . . @
76 ft. (average width) x 10 % (% for 40 ft. depth

less 30 ft. depth). . . . . . @ 500 = 3,800
68 ft. (average width) x 8.50% (% for 50 ft. depth

less 40 ft. depth) @ 500 = 2,890
56 ft. (average width) x 7 % (% for 60 ft. depth

less 50 ft. depth) @ 500 = 1,960
44 ft. (average width) x 6.10% (% for 70 ft. depth

less 60 ft. depth) @ 500 = 1,342
32 ft. (average width) x 5.30% (% for 80 ft. depth

less 70 ft. depth) @ 500 =
20 ft. (average width) x 4.70% (% for 90 ft. depth

less 80 ft. depth) @ 500 =
No. 10 zone: 7 ft. (average width) x 4.40% (% for 100 ft. depth .

less 90 ft. depth) @ 500 = 154

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT $29,730

NOTE: Add for corner influence for each trapezoid, treating each zone separately.

No. 3 zone:

No. 4 zone:

No. 5 zone:

No. 6 zone:

No. 7 zone:

No. 8 zone:

No. 9 zone:

Divide the lot into ten foot zones using the average width as the frontage for each zone.
EXAMPLE:
No. 1 zone: 63 ft. (average width) x 25
No. 2 zone: 69 ft. (average width) x 16

2nd: Compute the value of EBCF for the remaining main street frontage (52 feet) for the full
depth of the lot (190 ft.), at the main street unit $2,500.

3rd: Compute the value of GDFH as an inside lot fronting 90 feet on the side street 100 feet
deep, at the side street unit $1,500.

4th: Compute the corner influence 100 feet front on the side street for 100 ft. depth, at the side
street unit $1,500.

EXAMPLE:
AEHG, 100 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ $2,500 = $250,000
EBCF, 52 ft. x 121 % (% for 190 ft. depth) @ 2,500 = 157,300
GDFH, 90 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ 1,500 = 135,000
Corner Influence, 100 ft. x 72% (% for 100 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 1,500 = 108,000

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD $650,300

BUSINESS CORNER - IRREGULAR IN SHAPE
ZONE METHOD

When a lot has more than 100 feet frontage on both. main and side street and is irregular in
shape, use the zone method as follows: ?

STREff
~ soo
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2nd: Find the merge point FG in the depth of the lot BE HI. Compute the value of BEFG
3 feet front by 134 feet deep, at the high valued unit $2,100.

3rd: Compute the value of IHFG 3 feet front by 16 feet deep, at the low valued unit $250.

4th: Compute the value of JDCI as an inside lot 50 feet front on the side street 100 feet deep,
at the side street unit $400. Compute the corner influence 100 feet front on the rear or
low valued street 50 feet deep, at unit $250.

EXAMPLE:
ABCD, 100 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ $2,100 = $210,000
Corner Influence, 100 ft. x 72% (% for 100 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 400 = 28,800
BEFG, 3 ft. x 111.55% (% for 134 ft. depth) ...•.................... @ 2,100 = 7,028
IHFG, 3 ft. x 34.82% (% for 16 ft. depth) @ 250 = 261
JDCI, 50 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ 400 = 20,000
Corner Influence, 100 ft. x 63 % (% for 50 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 250 = 15,750

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT AEHJ $281,840

To find the value of lot
ABCD fronting on three
streets.

THREE STREET FRONTAGE
WHEN MERGE POINT IS LESS THAN 100 FEET

When a lot, having a frontage on a high valued street, extends through to a low valued street
and is bounded on one side by a street having a value between the high and low valued streets
and the point of merge is LESS than 100 feet from the high valued street. .

To find the value of lot
ABCD fronting on three
streets.

Fig. 14

1st: Find the merg~ point EF. Compute the value of lot ABEI' 53.50 feet front by 96 feet
deep, at the high valued umt $400. Compute the corner Influence 96 feet front on the
side street 53.50 feet deep, at the side street unit $300.

2nd: Compute the value of ECDF as an inside lot 24 feet front on the side street 53.50 feet deep.
at the side street unit $300. Compute the corner influence 53.50 feet front on the rear or
low valued street, 24 feet deep, at unit $100.

EXAMPLE:

ABEI', 53.50 ft. x 98.3 '1£) (% for 96 ft. depth). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . @ $400 = $21,036
Corner Influence, 96 ft. x 64.05'/,) (% for 53.50 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) ... @ 300 = 18,446
ECDF, 24 ft. x 75.12% (% for 53.50 ft. depth) ... .@ 300 = 5,408
Corner Influence, 53.50 ft. x 44.9% (% for 24 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 100 = 2,402

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD $47,290

THREE STREET FRONTAGE
WHEN MERGE POINT IS MORE THAN 100 FEET

When a lot, having a fr~ntage of less than 190 feet on a high valued street, extends through
to a low valued .street and IS bo~nded on on~ SIde by a street having a value between the high
and low valued street and the POint of merge IS MORE than 100 feet from the high valued street.

Fig. 15

1st: Establish line EF 100 feet from the main street. Compute the value of lot ABEF 52 feet
front by 100 feet deep as an inside lot, at the high valued unit $1,800. Compute the corner
influence 100 feet front on the side street 52 feet deep, at the side street unit $400.

2nd: Compute the value of lot ECDF as an inside lot 50 feet front on the side street 52 feet
deep, at the side street unit $400. Compute the corner influence 52 feet front on the rear
or low valued street, 50 feet deep at unit $200.

EXAMPLE:

ABEl', 52 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) @ $1,800 = $93,600
Corner Influence, 100 ft. x 63.6% (% for 52 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 400 = 25,440
ECDF, 50 ft. x 74% (% for 52 ft. depth) @ 400 = 14,800
Corner Influence, 52 ft. x 63% (% for 50 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) @ 200 = 6,552

-~---

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD : $140,390

PARTIAL CORNER INFLUENCE

Business property of a low value should take on a lesser per cent of corner influence than
business property of a high value.

PARTIAL CORNER INFLUENCE PERCENTAGE TABLE

(To be applied when m'ain street unit is less than $200)
Main Street Unit $200, over 100% of Corner Influence

190-199 95%"
180-189 90%"
170-179 85%"
160-169 80%"
150-159 75%"
140--149 70%"
130-139 65%"
120-129 60%"
110-119 55%"
100-109 50%"
90- 99 45%"
80-- 89 40%"
70- 79 35%"
60- 69 30%"
50- 59 25%"
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PARTIAL CORNER INFLUENCE TABLE APPLIED

To find the value of lot ABCD.
Main street unit $50.

wD C
o
Cf)

Fig. 16

TRIANGLE ON TWO STREETS

When a parcel of land has the formation of an acute angle, two long sides of which are bounded
by two streets and the apex of which lies at the junction of the two streets.

To find the value of tri
angular lot ECD having a
frontage 114.28 feet on
the high valued street and
104.48 feet on the low
valued street.

STREET

EXAMPLE:

ABCD, 50 ft. x lOa';') (';;;; for 100 ft. depth).. . .@ $50 = $2,500
Corner Influence, 100 ft. x 63% (';'. for 50 ft. depth Zangerle Curve) x 25% (% for

partial corner influence). . . . .0) $40 = 630

1st: Compute the value of ABCD as an inside lot '50 feet on the main street 100 feet deep, at
the main street unit $50. Compute the corner influence 100 feet front on the side street
50 feet deep, at the side street unit $40, using the corner influence table. The corner
influence, however, is reduced because the unit on the main street is under $200. In this
case thc corner influence is reduced 75%.

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD. . ... $3,130

Fig. 18

Find the points A and B about equi-distant on each side line from the apex C of the triangle
where the side lines will be intersected by a chord AB ten feet in length across said triangle;
eliminate as unutilizable that part of the triangle ABC hetween the chord AB and the apex C;
find the merge point G in chord AB which is 7.5 feet from A and 2.5 feet from B; then find the
merge point F in the perpendicular line ED which is 35.25 feet from E and 11.75 feet from 0;
connect these merge points F and G by a line and find its length in feet (82.50 feet).

To compute the value of the high street frontage AEFG.

1st: Find the average of line FG and frontage AE on the high street, uSIng this figure as the
high street average frontage:

82.5 feet plus 90.28 feet
= 86.39 feet, high street a verage frontage.

Corner influence does not apply on corners where the main street unit is under $50. Such
corners are computed as shown below. Even this treatment will involve, generally, an increase
of approximately 20% over an inside lot of 150 feet in depth.

1st:

2nd:

SEMI-BUSINESS CORNERS (MAIN STREET UNIT UNDER $50.)

To find the value of lot ABCD,
semi-business corner. Main
street unit under $50.

Fig. 17

Compute the value of lot ABFE, 50 feet front by 100 feet deep on the main street, at
$45 unit.

Compute the value of the balance of the lot EDCF as an inside lot 30 feet front on the
side street 50 feet deep, at the side street unit $25, using the Cleveland Standard Depth Table.

2

2nd: Find the average of the depth lines AG and EF for the high street average depth:
35.25 feet plus 7.5 feet

= 21.37 feet, high street average depth.
2

Compute the value of a presumed rectangle 86.39 feet front on the high street by 21.37 feet
deep, at the high street unit $1,200.

To compute the value of the low street frontage DBGF.

Average the lines BD (80.45 feet) and GF (82.50 feet) for frontage and lines OF (11.75 feet)
and BG (2.5 feet) for depth, as in the former instance.

EXAMPLE:
EAGF, average frontage 86.39 ft. x 43.04% (% for average depth 21.37 ft.) @ $1,200 = $44,618
DBGF, average frontage 81.47 ft. x 19.32% (% for average depth 7.13 ft.).@ 400 = 6,296

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT EABD $50,910

While the foregoing represents the proper technical method of appraising such corner lots-a
triangular lot with an acute angle on two streets-it may be stated in general, that such corners,
when the angle is very acute, may over-value the property. Indeed, in many such cases, the
point for a considerable distance is worthless, except for public use. Such cases may be so narrow
as to preclude the possibility of constructing a tenantable building and render necessary special
consideration regardless of rule.

RESIDENTIAL CORNERS

Experience shows that purely residential corners have no worth over inside lots, hence they
are given no additional value.

EXAMPLE:

ABFE, 50 ft. x 100% (% for 100 ft. depth) : @ $45 = $2,250
EDCF, 30 ft. x 72.5% (% for 50 ft. depth) @ 25 = 543

TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABeD $2,790

14

TRACTS PARTIALLY ALLOTTED

In many parts of the city, especially in the outskirts, lands have been allotted or. subdivided,
while other adjacent tracts have not been subdivided and are used for manufactunng or other
purposes.
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Fig. 19

In these cases it would not be proper to assess the entire tract on an acreage or square foot
basis, as this would involve an under-assessment of the street frontage property.

It is, therefore, necessary in cases of this kind to assess the main and side street frontage as
other similar frontage and to compute the balance of the tract on an acreage or square foot basis.

Manufacturing and Railroad Property
In former years manufacturing property was assigned a value based on units

fixed for adjacent property, which may have been retail, wholesale, residence,
warehouse or other property. In view of the fact, however, that manufacturing
property is gene~ally boug~t and sold in this county on a square foot basis, it is
found more adVIsable to gIve greater heed to the particular value than to seek
uniformity with property used for a different purpose. It is, therefore, assessed
as manufacturing property on a square foot basis.

Pcr square ft.
Per square ft.

Per lineal ft.
Per lineal ft.
Per lineal ft.
Per lineal ft.
Per lineal ft.

.41

.23

i
2.00 i Pcr lineal ft.

1946
$17.60

24.00
16.50
21. 85
30.30

.25

.15

2.00 I

1937

$11. 38
15.81
10.42
16.01
24.00

.11 Y2

.09Y2

1917

$ 8.00
12.00
9.00
9.20

24.00

.. $20.80 Against each abutting ownerTOTAL ...

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(D) WATER MAIN COSTS (Each Side)

Approx. Water Main costs 1 [

APPROX. ASSESSMENT COSTS: PAVING, SEWER, SIDEWALK, CURBING &

WATER MAIN (Each Side)

Per Lineal Ft.

Paving, brick ..... $12.00 Includes grading & soft stone curbing.
Sewer. . . . .. 4.75 Includes curb connections
Sidewalk. . .... 2.05 Stone ($0041 sq. ft.; 5' wide); (cemcnt $0.23 sq. ft.)
Water Main. . .. 2.00

(C) APPROX. SIDEWALK COSTS (Each Side)

Stone (A verage). I
Cement (Average). . ...

(A) APPROX. PAVING COSTS (Incl'g Grad
ing & Curbing) (26 Foot Roadway) (Aggre
gate for Both Sides)

Brick, sand base.
Brick, concrete base .
Cement .
Asphalt .
Stone, Medina Stone, cement base.

In view of the fact that paving costs are assessed one-half against the property
fronting on each side of the street, the resulting paving assessment would be
one-half of the above amounts (A). Thus, we would have charged against each
abutting foot of a 26 foot roadway (brick and concrete pavement), against
each foot of sewer, against each foot of sidewalk (stone, five feet wide), and
against each foot of water main, the following costs in 1946:

In addition, interest charges for deferred payment by way of assessments
may run to 50% or more.

(B) APPROX. SEWER COSTS (Incl'g Curb
Connections) (Each Side)

Sewercosts : \ 2.001 4.751 4.75!Perlinealft.

Special Improvement Costs
From the known value of an improved or unimproved street, the value of the

neighboring street may be approximated better when we have knowledge of
estimated improvement costs. A comparison of the 1917, 1937 and 1946 costs
is herewith submitted.

These estimates were obtained from data furnished by the Engineering Depart
ment of the City of Cleveland, They were generally arrived at by taking the
average cost of a number of bids with reference to each kind of improvement.
They will therefore represent an average of estimated costs of improvements.
The figures are valuable as indicating what the minimum value of improved
lots should be, inasmuch as to these costs must normally be added the acreage
value of the property plus the cost of development, financing and improving
the land.

To find the
value of tract
ABCD.

.............................. $108,360TOTAL VALUE OF LOT ABCD ..

Restricted Lots
Perhaps the most difficult feature in assessing is the proper treatment of

restricted lots. Whatever may he the most accurate method, slight experience
soon convinces the Assessor that consideration of the value or burden of the
restriction is impossible in any extensive plan of assessment within a limited
time. Deduction or increase in value of restricted land involves careful reading
of each restriction, conclusion as to its permanency-whether personal or run
ning with the land··-knowledge of legal phraseology and conclusion as to its legal
sufficiency, investigation as to its possible termination by agreement or by
court order. Then, too, of restrictions that are personal, the value resides some
where. Any day the same may be released. The owner should be discovered
and assessed for this increased benefit.

1st: Divide the tract as shown in sketch. Compute the value of ABFE 585.6 feet front on the
main street 150 feet deep, at the main street unit $45.

2nd: Compute the value of FCHG 1000 feet front on the side or allotment street 150 feet deep,
at the allotment street unit $30.

3rd: Compute the value of the remaining area EGHD on a square foot or acreage basis.

EXAMPLE:
ABFE, 585.6 ft. x 115'X ('/,) for 150 ft. depth). . . .. . (iii $ 45 = $30,304
FCHG, 1000 ft. x 115% (',I,) for 150 ft. depth). .. .. .. . (oj 30 = 34,500
EGHD, 435.6 ft. x 1000 ft. equals 435,600 square ft. (il) IOc pcr square ft.

or (10 acres @ $4,355 pcr acre). . = 43,560
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Part II- Building Assessments
ZANGERLE METHOD OF APPRAISING

The following rules and principles employed in calculating building values
will show the general method employed in deducing building values from unit
building factors. Such derived values will not be necessarily controlling, being
of finality only where the summation process of appraisal is employed. In any
and all cases this physical appraisal may be irrelevant where economic con
sideration requires change of the physical value, in which case the total value,
building and land, is the controlling factor-building and land values being
approximations only and purely incidental, not subject to complaint.

In view of the fact that building material prices and labor rates vary so much
from time to time not only within the confines of our County but also as to
different localities, the labor rates and material prices reflected in the succeeding
schedules of building cost factors are here presented.

Frequently complaints are filed as to valuations where the cost of an improve
ment is known or given as of a certain year. It then becomes necessary to trans
mute such cost into present-day costs in the light of historical index costs, which
are herein presented in varying forms.

Very often the owner insists that consideration be given to reported, perhaps
sworn costs. In such cases it becomes necessary to discover "normal" costs, as
the actual cost is slight evidence of a normal cost or value. In addition to local
cost information other data pertaining to construction cost trends is shown for
comparative purposes.

RETAIL BUILDING MATERIAL PRICES IN CLEVELAND

Size or (Base) Index (OPA) Index % of
Commodities Condition Unit 1913-14 Nos. 1946 Nos. Increase

Prices Prices
I

Common Brick 1,000 $ 7.50 100 $24.00 320 220%
Portland Cement Ex. of Containers Bbl. 2.00 100 2.96 148 48
Yellow Pine No.1 2x4-16' M 30.00 100 78.75 263 163
Common Boards No.2 Ix6 M 30.00 100 75.50 252 152
Oak Flooring No.1 13/16 M 48.00 100 145.75 304 204
Red Cedar Shingles 16" 100 4.50 100 9.70 216 116
Gypsum Plaster Bd. 3"" 1,000 45.00n
Lime Finishing Ton 11.20' 100 18.80 168 68
Building Sand Ton 1.75 100 2.00 114 14
Crushed Stone %" Ton 2.00 100 2.75 138 38
Wire Nails 20 D 100 lbs. 2.35 100 5.70 243 143
Window Glass Single A 1O"xI2" 50 6.80
Construction Tile 5x8x12 Each .036 100 .08 222 122
C. I. Soil Pipe 4" 13 lbs. Ton 92.25
Steel Pipe 1" Galv. 100' 9.82
Reinforcement Bars %" Round 1001bs. 3.30
Structural Steel Fab. 6" I. B. 1001bs. 6.25
White Lead in Oil 100 lb. Kegs Lb. .07% 100 .13 168 68
Linseed Oil Raw 50 Gal. Drum Gal. .55 100 1.55 282 182
Prpd. House Paint 5 Gal. Lots Gal. 1.50 100 3.19 213 113
Gypsum Plaster Neat Ton 9.50 100 18.00 189 89
Roofing Slate No.1 Ribbon 100 8.00 100 16.25 203 103
Tar Paper Roofing 55 lb. Roll 100 5.00 100 1.75 35 -65
Rosin sized Sheath'g 20 lb. Roll 500 .84 100 1.60 190 90
Cement Block 8x12x16 Each .23

The above indicated prices of building materials delivered on the job have
heen furnished by Cleveland building material dealers.
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No index figures are indicated for items where authoritative prtces for prior
years are not available.

The tabulation indicates the comparative material prices paid in 1913-14,
before the first world war, and the costs in effect the 1st quarter (1946). In
parallel columns may be noted corresponding index numbers reflecting the
percentage of price changes, based on the 1913-14 cost levels being 100.

The following data has been taken from a schedule of wage scales in the build
ing trades furnished by the Cleveland Building Trades Employers' Association.

WAGE SCALES IN THE BUILDING TRADES IN CLEVELAND

(Base) Index 1946 Index % of
Trade 1913-14 Nos. Wages Nos. Increase

Wages

Asbestos Workers .............. $0.45 100 $1.75 388 288%
Bricklayers. ................... .70 100 2.00 286 186
Carpenters .................... .55 100 1.65 300 200
Cement Finishers ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .55 100 1.70 309 209
Composition Roofers ............ .35 100 1.75 500 400
Electricians .................... .60 100 2.00 333 233
Eleva tor Constructors .......... .60 100 1.97 328 228
Iron Workers .................. .70 100 2.00 286 186
Laborers ...................... .31~ 100 1.25 400 301
Lathers ....................... .68% 100 1.88 274 174
Painters .......... ............ . .50 100 1.68 336 236
Plasterers .......... .......... . .68% 100 2.00 291 191
Plumbers ...................... .6272 100 1.85 296 196
Sheet Metal Workers ........... .45 100 1.75 389 289
Slate Roofers .................. .6272 100 2.00 320 220
Steam Fitters ............. .6272 100 1.73 277 177
Stone Cutters .................. .6272 100 2.00 320 220
Tile Setters .................... .5972 100 1.85 312. 212

AVERAGE WAGES ........... .5672 100 $1.82 322 222%

This tabulation indicates the comparative wages paid in 1913-14 and the 1st
quarter 1946. (These may change radically before the end of the year.) In
parallel columns may be noted corresponding index numbers for each trade
based on the 1913-14 scale of wages.

At the bottom of the schedule is indicated the average wage rates for all trades
with the corresponding change in the index numbers for the aforementioned
years. It should be stated that this is merely an approximation, as the wages of
the several trades have not been weighted according to their importance in a
building. If weighted averages were established they could not be used generally
on account of the fact the different classes of buildings involve different pro
portions. However, the table serves to reflect the general trend of labor costs.
A broad summary shows that average labor wages rose 222% since 1913-14.

TREND IN DWELLING CONSTRUCTION COSTS IN CLEVELAND

In order to measure as accurately as possible the trend in frame dwelling
construction costs in Cleveland a study was made of the labor rates and the
material prices paid by contractors in Cleveland on certain construction items
each weighted according to its importance in a frame dwelling.
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The method used was, in brief, as follows:-The number of hours required
by bricklayers, carpenters, plumbers, etc., to complete the typical house was
applied against the wage rates in effect in each of the respective trades in 1913-14.
Likewise the quantities of the various building materials such as brick, hollow
tile, cement, plaster, lumber, etc., were applied to the unit prices of these items
in effect in 1913-14. These quantities of materials and the 1913-14 cost thereof
are used as the basis for comparison of costs of other dates. By using the identical
quantities of labor and materials and interpolating appropriate labor rates and
material unit prices for other periods the building cost trends have been deter
mined.

The index numbers here given are based on the labor and material unit prices
prevailing in the years referred to. The relative efficiency of labor has not been
computed nor have any sales' taxes or contractors' overhead cost been considered:

The Engineering News-Record Building Cost Index has four components:
(1) structural steel shapes, base price x 25 cwt.; (2) cement at Chicago x 6 bbl.;
(3) lumber, which until 1935 was 12 x 12 long leaf yellow pine wholesale at New
York, and since 1935 is 2 x 4 S4S pine and fir in carload lots, ENR 20-Cities
average x l.088 M ft. B.M.; (4) skilled labor, ENR 20-Cities skilled average
x 68.38 hrs.

This table is available for converting a known cost in one year to a cost in
another year.

The costs shown in the building illustrations on the following pages
represent approximately the 1940 index, viz., 202.8%, which is generally
regarded as the pre-war index and is the basis used by most Assessors
in the United States for present assessing.

INDEX COST OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF A FRAME DWELLING
IN CLEVELAND IN 1913-14, 1926, 1933, 1937 & 1946

(Index Costs 1913-14 = 100)

1946
1913-14 1926 1933 1937 (First Qtr.)

Labor. ..................... .. 100 231. 05 199.11 244.11 302.82
Materials .. ............. .. 100 184.11 136.61 161. 13 243.51
Labor & Materials Combined .... .100 212.31 174.17 210.99 279.14

ANALYSIS OF BUILDING DOLLAR COST OF FRAME
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

The Euclid Housing Corporation, a private institution in cooperation with
the Housing Division of the Federal Emergency Administration, recently con
structed seventy-two small houses, many of frame construction, in the City of
Euclid, a suburb of Cleveland. The average cost of the frame houses of the
group was approximately $6,100. An analysis of the labor and material costs
has been made to determine the ratio of labor and material costs to the whole
and the relative importance of the various building trades involved.

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD BUILDING COST
INDEX NUMBERS, 1910 TO 1946

1913 = 100

The U. S. Department of Labor issues monthly index numbers of building
material prices which, being nation wide in scope, are not to be reconciled with
the costs in a particular locality. Many appraisers prefer the index numbers of
combined labor and materials of the Engineering News-Record, a journal of
wide circu~ation and of admitted authority which offers the following yearly
average pnces:

Year

1928. . 188.0
1929. . 190.9
1930. . .. 185.4
1931. .. 169.4
1932. . 140.9
1933.. . 147.8
1934. . 166.7
1935. .165.8
1936. . 172.2
1937 196.2
1938 196.8
1939 197.4
1940 202.8
1941 211. 5
1942 222.4
1943 228.8
1944 234.7
1945 239.1
1946 243.8 (Ist 3 Mo.)

Labor % Material %

1. 71
4.265 5.515

.545 .635
.735 .95

15.635 24.695
.46 1. 14
.78 1. 75
.685 1. 22

1. 54 2.71
2.205 5.33
3.055 3.14
3. 155 1. 785

.70, .40

.935 1. 66

.55 1. 21

.295 .325

.15 .875

.73 .925
--- ----

38.13 54.265

1. 71
........ 9.78

.. ... 1.18
. .. 1. 685
. .. 40.33

1. 60
2.53

. . . . . . . . . . . 1. 905
......... 4.25

7.535
6.195
4.94
1.10
2.595
1. 76
.62

1. 025
1.655

Excavation .
Masonry .
Cement Work.
Driveway .....
Carpentry.
Hardware .
Roofing .
Sheet Metal .
Heating.
Plumbing.
Plastering .
Painting .
Decorating .
Electric Wiring & Fixtures.
Marble & Tile .
Weather Strip .
Ornamental Iron .
Grading .

ANALYSIS OF LABOR AND MATERIAL COSTS

Total %

Total Construction Cost. . 92.395
Other Costs-

Permits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13
Miscellaneous, Bond, Insurance,

Corporation Expense. 7.475

100.00

These figures apply entirely to frame construction as do most comparative
figures dealing with construction costs. The reason for this is that frame houses
are most numerous throughout the country and it is customary with statisticians
to base their tables, figures and estimates upon that particular type of con-

Index
Numbers

(Yrly. Avges.)
--_...__._._... _--

Year
Index

Numbers
(Yrly. Avges.)

-----------

1910. . ....• 96.4
1911.. . .. 94.1
1912 191.4
1913 100.0
1914 91. 9
1915 95.3
1916.. .130.9
1917. . ... . ..... 166.8
1918..... . .. 159.1
1919......... .158.8
1920 207.2
1921 166.1
1922 154.9
1923 186.0
1924 185.8
1925 182.7
1926 185.0
1927 186.1
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struction with which people in general are most familiar. It is interesting to
note that approximately 54% of the cost went for materials while the labor
cost was slightly over 38%. Carpentry is by far the most important item of
the various trades, the combined labor and material cost being 40.33% of the
entire cost.

While the table reflects the average weighting of labor and material in the
group of houses referred to, these percentages will not apply in every individual
case due to the unending differences in designs and specifications of buildings.
The slightest change in the weighting of a single construction item affects the
percentage of importance of every item on the list.

RELATIVE COSTS OF FRAME AND MASONRY BUILDINGS

Generally speaking, brick residences cost approximately 10% more than
frame residences. Considerable controversy has arisen as to the relative cost of
frame and brick structures. Advertisements have appeared in various news
papers, inserted by lumber and masonry material concerns, advocating the use
of their respective products, each submitting figures showing the cost of a build
ing constructed with its material and the cost of a building constructed with other
concerns' products.

The detailed cost figures of these material producers, when placed side by side,
show amazing inconsistencies and it is not to be wondered at if the prospective
home builder is perplexed in trying to reconcile the estimates set forth by those
interested in the production and distribution of building materials. A masonry
products' concern stated that for a certain type of dwelling that would cost
$7,500 if built of brick, the builder would pay $7,100 if constructed in frame.
Thus, the cost of the brick building would be 5.6% over the fram'lI building.

Similarly, we find that fireproof apartments do not cost much more than non
fireproof buildings. A recent study by the American Iron and Steel Institute
of comparative costs of six-story apartment houses in New York City discloses
that the use of fire-resistive construction of steel involves an additional cost
of only 5.1 %.

Of course, the difference of cost in the examples represent the cost of outside
wall material only. It must be remembered that the cost of the largest portion
of the structure remains constant whether the outside walls are of masonry or
lumber. For example, the expenditure for roof, foundation, floors, exterior trim,
windows, doors, stairways, heating, plumbing, lighting fixtures, etc., are prac
tically the same in each type. Porches ana similar appurtenances tend to widen
the gap in the difference of cost to a great degree because when a porch, for
example, is constructed of brick, a considerable quantity of stone is often used
for copings, steps, etc. Then, too, a brick porch often contains a reinforced
concrete floor. The following table shows the FHA variation in costs per square
foot of modest homes, 900 to 1,000 sq uare feet floor area:

Exterior Wall Construction Cost Per Sq. Ft.
Frame shingled or sided $3.46
Common b(ick veneer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.65
Face brick veneer 3.80

Note the difference between common brick veneer and frame shingled or
sided exterior wall construction is only 19c per square foot, or 5.5%, while face
brick veneer shows a difference of 34c or 10% per square foot floor area.
For these reasons we believe we are safe in considering a brick building as worth
approximately 10% more than a frame building, and the schedules should be
interpreted accordingly.
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DEPRECIATION
The importance of adopting a correct depreciation policy is evident when we

take a perspective of the ages of buildings in Cuyahoga County. For example,
we find that in the year 1920 one-third of the family units in the County were
over twenty years old, while in 1946 approximately two-thirds of them are over
twenty years old.

The following structural depreciation table (which includes normal obsoles
cence), based on the declining balance method, has been used generally in Cuya
hoga County, except where modified by observed or economic value, sales, or
other consideration.

DEPRECIATION RATES - DECLINING BALANCE METHOD

Resulting Resulting
Years Yearly Rate Balance Years Yearly Rate Balance

Rate (Cumulative) Good Rate (Cumulative) Good

I 50! 5.0% 95.0% 31 2% 51.2% 48.8%10
2 5 9.7 90.3 32 2 52.2 47.8
3 5 14.2 85.8 33 2 53.2 46.8
4 2 15.9 84. I 34 2 54. I 45.9
5 2 17.6 82.4 35 2 55.0 45.0

6 2 19.2 80.8 36 2 55.9 H.I
7 2 20.8 79.2 37 2 56.8 43.2
8 2 22.4 77.6 38 2 57.7 42.3
9 2 24.0 76.0 39 2 58.5 41. 5

10 2 25.5 74.5 40 2 59.3 40. 7

11 2 27.0 73.0 41 2 60.1 39.9
12 2 28.5 71. 5 42 2 60.9 39. I
13 2 29.9 70. I 43 2 61. 7 38.3
14 2 31. 3 68.7 H IY2 62.3 37.7
15 2 32.7 67.3 45 IY2 62.9 37. I

16 2 34.0 66.0 46 IY2 63.4 36.6
17 2 35.3 64.7 47 IY2 63.9 36. I
18 2 36.6 63.4 48 IY2 64.4 35.6
19 2 37.9 62. I 49 IY2 64.9 35. I
20 2 39. I 60.9 50 IY2 65.4 34.6

21 2 40.3 59.7 51 IY2 65.9 34.1
22 2 41. 5 58.5 52 IY2 66.4 33.6
23 2 42.7 57.3 53 IY2 66.9 33. I
24 2 43.8 56.2 54 IY2 67.4 32.6
25 2 H.9 55. I 55 IY2 67.9 32. I

26 2 46.0 54.0 56 IY2 68.4 31. 6
27 2 47. I 52.9 57 IY2 68.9 31. I
28 2 48.2 51. 8 58 IY2 69.4 30.6
29 2 49.2 50.8 59 IY2 69.9 30. I
30 2 50.2 49.8 60 IY2 70.0 30.0

The declining balance method of depreciation represents depreciation off the
balance of the undepreciated value remaining· after the previous year's depre
ciation. The first year's depreciation on reproduction cost is 5%, leaving 95 %
good. The second year's depreciation, viz., 5%, is taken on the resulting
95%, and not on 100% of the reproduction cost, leaving 90.3% good. Thus,
there is always a residue on this basis of calculation. Property can not be de
preciated out entirely as under straight annual depreciation on cost or repro
duction cost.
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In epitomized form it will be observed that 5% depreciation is taken on the
declining balance the first three years of the life of the structure, 2% from the
fourth to forty-third year inclusive, and 1:\1% from the forty-fourth to the
sixtieth year inclusive. Thus, at sixty years we have a residual value of 30%
on the reproductive cost, or an average rate for sixty years of 1.167%.

Depreciation is heavily weighted the first three years on the theory that
normally the building depreciates more rapidly in the early life than in the later
life, and that a secondhand building will normally sell similarly as secondhand
tangible personal property sells, viz., at a substantial discount in its initial
years (see Part III, Question No. 108 for further discussion).

It should be noted that the declining balance depreciation method has been
approved by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in income tax procedure for deter
mining net income and capital gains and losses (although it has not seen nor
approved the foregoing rates specifically).

These rates permit depreciation of a building in a normal state of repair. A
building may be in a bad state of repair, indicating a shorter life, or years "good,"
or, on the other hand, it may be in such excellent state of upkeep, or have been
repaired or replaced so well, that a longer life is expected than would result
normally from its past age. This table is offered as a standard covering normal
cases. Present sales prices are abnormal and do not therefore substantiate our
thesis.

Any building utilizable for its original purpose is generally assessed at least
30%, except where economic or sales value' requires greater depreciation.

INTERPRE1ATION OF BUILDING COST FACTORS
The factors given for the various types have been arrived at by examination

of the known cost of thousands of buildings erected in Cleveland. Recognizing
the varying circumstances and methods under which buildings are erected, such
as the cost plus system, general contract, separate contract, and direct labor.
the factors, in order to be consistent and show the proper relativity, have all
been taken as an average cost of the work done under usual conditions by the
general contract method, that is, the cost of labor and materials, plus the con
tractor's profit, but excluding financing and other varying charges pending
construction.

It is not claimed that every building of any given description will cost exactly
the figure shown in the schedules for that particular type, even if done under
the method taken as the standard, for it is a well-known fact that contractors
estimating the cost of a building may vary as much as 100% in the amount of
their bids. Who shall say that the amount of the low bidder's contract always
represents the true value of the building? Therefore, a cross-section of many
known costs is more valuable than the knowledge of the cost of but one or two
structures.

Owing to the unending variety of designs and specifications for buildings of
every occupancy, it is impossible to prepare a group of schedules that would
exactly apply to every assessable building. It is believed, however, that with
the number of types shown, most buildings, especially of the dwelling apartment
house and mercantile classes, may be appraised with little or no change from
the established factors.

The difficulties of appraising are better comprehended when we consider the

many houses lacking ordinary facilities. For example, of the 339,585 family
units in Cuyahoga County, over 19,000, or 5.7%, have no private indoor water
closet; 30,731 family units, or 9%, have no tubs and/or showers; 68,939, or
20%, are heated by stoves; 4,032 or 1.2% have no running water; 20,241 units,
or 6%, have no refrigeration equipment; and 1,423 have neither gas nor electric
lighting facilities. (See Howard Whipple Green, "Planes of Living, II," p. 2,
1940.)

SQUARE FOOT OR CUBIC FOOT FACTORS

Some appraisers use cubic foot unit prices in finding values, while others
prefer square foot factors. In Cuyahoga County it has been the practice to use
the cubic foot method for large structures such as hotels, office buildings, theatres,
department store buildings, banks, etc., and square foot prices for one-story
factories, dwellings and apartment buildings. However, in order that the sche
dules may be found convenient for those familiar with either method, square
foot or cubic foot factors are set forth herein. The cubic foot factors are, of
course, the product of the square foot ground floor area prices multiplied by
the height of the building.

A number of cities use a cubic foot factor for appraising all classes of buildings.
This is a mistake. Cubic foot factors may properly be employed in appraising
theatres, auditoriums, armories and those industrial buildings having varying
floor levels and roof heights, as such buildings are difficult to classify. Cubic
foot factors should also be used on buildings of great height because if square
foot factors were employed a different factor would be necessary for the various
story heights. Thus there would be twenty factors for office buildings from
one to twenty stories in height. This is too involved, whereas the same cubic
foot factor will apply to any height within certain limitations as to size.

Square foot factors should be used on dwellings because of the fact that dwelling
story heights do not vary greatly and the process of obtaining a square foot
area is, of course, simpler than arriving at the cubage. Practically all residences
built are either one, one and a half or two stories in height. Square foot factors
allow more elasticity in variation from a standard without resorting to fractions
in the factor. For example, in a dwelling which cost $7.00 per square foot or
20 cents per cubic foot, the cost of a certain additional item provided by the
schedule might increase the square foot factor by 20 cents. If the same addi
tional cost is taken on the cubic foot basis, the cubic foot factor would be in
creased four-sevenths of a cent in a building 35 feet high. Square foot values
should, therefore, be used on buildings which are usually of standardizable height.

It should also be said that the cubic foot factor method of calculation of con
tents is not standardized. Some architects figure inside wall to inside wall, that
is, from plaster to plaster; others from outside to outside. As to height, some
figure from the basement floor levels to the average or mean roof level. Others
estimate from the bottom of the footings to the coping. A recent study of a
certain building indicated that the difference between inside area and outside
area was over 7%. The variations in the method of calculation might show
a spread of 25 %.

USE OF TOLERANCE SCHEDULES

Where the size or specifications of buildings under consideration deviate from
those standards provided in the schedules, proper tolerance must be made either
as additions or deductions. In explanation of the tolerance for deviations from
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standard area it should be stated that it is well recognized among architects and
builders that increasing the size of a building produces a relatively lower factor
conversely, decreasing the size produces a relatively higher factor. CompensatIon
for these deviations of area are reflected in the additions and deductions which
are indicated along with the dwelling specifications and reproduction cost factors.

While the changes in area are important no consideration of the perimeter of
buildings need be given.

More recent Assessors' Manuals provide for additional tables of adjustments
of assessments according to the ratio of area to the perimeter of buildings on the
theory that the greater their departure from square shape the greater their cost
and value.

In our opinion this process is of no value but merely serves to confuse the
Assessor. While the cost of exterior walls of oblong buildings is greater than
those of square ones due to greater perimeter the cost of the building as a whole
is little affected because of the weight of other construction cost items such as
flooring, roofing, plumbing, heating, etc., which remain practically constant
regardless of changes in building shapes.

On the other hand there may be more costly requirements of design dictated
by the shape of buildings, involving the quantity and size of beams, columns,
trusses, footings, etc., whereby buildings of lesser perimeter will be found to have
a greater unit cost.

Rather intensive studies made by the building department indicate that there
is little difference in cost due to changes of perimeter in industrial buildings ex-

cept those of abnormal shape. Furthermore, many perimeters result from
additions of interior or superior construction. Thus, the building is not compar
able to an original structure. As to dwellings, apartments and other types of
buildings containing a greater ratio of partitions and other interior features the
importance of exterior wall cost will be found to be even less than in industrial
construction. Even though the reproduction cost is larger it does not follow and
is generally not true that the value is greater.

I regard simplicity of assessment methods to be of greater importance than
exactness of appraisals in the last degree-the errors involved in making modi
fications for perimeter in all cases do not justify the additional computation
required.

DEFINITIONS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF BUILDINGS

The illustrations offered on the following pages include buildings that are
easily standardizable. They include various types of structures, such as: one
family dwellings, two-family and double dwellings, apartments, stores, apart
ment and store buildings, garages, and others.

Below each illustration will be found a description, specifications and replace
ment costs.

No illustrations are presented of uncommon buildings not easily standardizable
and assessed on consideration of actual cost or other factors, such as, for ex
ample, exempt buildings, public utility buildings, metropolitan housing, federal
projects, etc., etc.

Form 6. Exempt Buildings

Form 5. Factories
Foundries
Boiler Houses
Light Manufacturing B1dgs.
Loft Buildings
Warehouses
Commercial Greenhouses
Storage Sheds
Public Utility Buildings
Bakeries
Laundries & Dry Cleamng Bldgs.
Ice Mfg. Plants
Breweries
Dairies
Packing Plants
Distilleries

Form 3. Sales-Warehouses
Gas & Service Stations
Movie Theatres
Hangars
Market Houses
Amusement B1dgs.
Dance Halls
Skating Rinks
Grand Stands
Ice Stations
Barbecue Stands
Refreshment Stands
Dining Cars
Real Estate Allot. Offices

Form 4. Offices
Hotels
Department Stores
Banks

Form 2. Apartment Houses
Stores-Apartments
Terraces
Club Houses
Lodge Buildings
Private Sanitariums
Pri vate Hospitals
Private Gymnasiums

Form 3. Stores
Stores-Lofts
Public Garages

BUILDING ILLUSTRATIONS
While the following pages show a number of representative illustrations of various types of buildings, space limitation does not

permit a complete presentation of the many different types of construction. A resume of the different types of construction are re
printed below as they appear in a booklet entitled "Instructions to Building Enumerators," gotten out for study and use by field enu
merators of this office:

Card Forms in Use
Form 1. One-Family Dwellings

Two-Family Dwellings
Double Dwellings
One-Story Store Additions
Private Garages
Barns
Funeral Homes
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SCHEDULE 1 • SINGLE DWELLINGS • OLD STYLE

CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 3

1 Stories
$4.90

5.40

1 Storlcs
$7.10
8.00

2 Stories
$8.65
9.20

........... Natrow siding
.. Optional except tile

... Full, brick or stone foundation
. Unfinished
.2 dormers Or bay windows & full porch

.. Hardwood or enamel
. Hot air

... One bath

Avlte. replacement sq. ft. cost

I Story 1% Stories
Frame $5.50 $7.75
Brick. 6.15 8.65

W~1I5

Roof.
Basement.
Auic .....
Projections.
Interior finish.
Heating.
Plumbing.

Walls. . Narrow siding
Roof. .. G~ble shingle
Basement. . .. Full. stone or cement block foundation
Auk Unfinished
Projections. . None except porch
Interior finish Pine
Heating Hot ~ir

Plumbing. .One bHh

Avge. replacement sq. f!. cost

I Story 1% Stories
Frame $4.50 $6.40
Brick. 5.00 7.05

Walls............ .Drop or narrow or common brick
Roof... . Gable roll or shingle
Bas~rnerlt Small ,diu
Allie. . None
Projections None
Interior finish Pine
Hearinlt. . Sloves
Plumbing. . Kitchen sink & toilet

Avge. repbcemenl sq. ft. cost

t Story Ilh. Stories
Frame $2.75 $3.90
Ilrick 3.00 4.30

CLASS 4 CLASS 5 CLASS 6

1 Stories
$IU5

ll.90

1 Stories
$15.90

17.75

::I: Stories
$19.50

21.40
Brick .
Stone.

Walls. . .. Face brick or stone
Roor.. . Optional
Basement. . .. Full subdivided
Alfic Finished and subdivided
ProjeClion9. . Optional
I nt<:rior finislJ. . . . Hardwood detailed ornamenr
Heating. . Hot watet, steam or vapor
Plumbing. .Optional

Avge. replacement sq. ft. COSt

I Story 1% Stories
... $13.90 $15.60

15.40 17.10

Walls Brick or wood sidinll
Roof. .. Optional except clay tile
Basement Under entire building
Attic. . t"inished and subdivided
ProjeClions. . . Optional
Interior finish. . .. Hardwood and buill in features
Heating. . Hot water, steam or vapor
Plumbing. . Two baths and one lavatory

Avge. replacement sq. ft. cost

1 Story 1% Stories
Fume $11.65 $12.90
Brick ll.90 14.25

Walls . Narro,,· siding or shingle
Roof..... . .Optional exCClll tile
Basemen£. Under enTire buildinlt
Attic. . Plastered undivided
ProjecriollS,. .Two bays or dormers. full porch
Interior finish. . Hardwood or enamel, built in features
HC3f;nlt HOI waler, steam or vapor
Plumbing. .One bath and TWO eXira fixtures

Avge. rcplac~ment sq. ft. COSt

I Story Ph: Stories
Fr~me.... $7.90 $ 9.70
Brick.. 8.75 10.75

AU COST FACTORS BASED ON 200 INDEX - 1913 EQUALS 100
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SCHEDULE 1 • SINGLE DWELLINGS • MODERN

CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 2-A

EX1~rior w~Hs

Koofin~ .
IhscmcI11
Allie
I'rojcCliollS
Imerior fini~h.

H"Jritl,L:
I'lumhinJ:

Drop si,I,nl:
{;;,l,l,· roll or .h'''I:It·
Half
None
Non.-
I'im"
Pipdc$$ hoi air
O"e halh

EucriQr walls.
Roofinl(
lh.cmcll '
Ani.·
Projections
InH·,iOl finish.
I·!t-",inl!:
1'1"",1>,nl(

Lap sidinJ:
Asphah shin~le

Full
None

. N'me
Pine
1-10. air Rr~vil'o'

.One I>,th .

Exu,rior walls
I(oofinl:
Basemenl
Atlic
I'rojections
Imerior finish ..
Hc~tinl(.

PI .. mhinll.

Common hrick or bp sidin~
. Asphalt shinl\le

Full
None
None
Enam"l

, .. 1-101 air I\ravit)·
One bath

Frame
Il,,,k ..

'\"1:(-, "'I,I"c,-",,,," $(1. fl, COS1
Sl:ln,larJ ",,'a 500 sq. rr.

I Story I liz SlOries
$3.80 $5.45
4.20 fl.'15

2 Stories
$6.40

7.00
Frame.
Brick ..

AVl(e. rel'bc<"ll1en' sq. f.. cos'
St~ndard He' 550 S'l. fl.

I Story 1112 Stories
$4.&0 $6.50
5.05 7.10

2 Stories
$7.70
8.40

Fr~me.

Brick .

AVl:e. replace men I sq. fl. cos,

I Story 1112 Stories
$4.95 $b.95

5.50 7.75

1 Stories
$8.15
9.15

CLASS 3 CLASS 4 CLASS 5
· Wide or lap sidin!:
.Oprional except tile

..•·ull. recrealion room
· Plastered

Four dormers or bay,
Hardwood or enamel

· Hot air Wintcr air conditioning
. .... , ..... Bath and lavatory

Exterior walls.
l(oofil1..:
Jhsement
An;c
Projections
Interior finish.
Heatin!:.
Plumbing

Wide or lap siding
Option,l excep' tile

.. Full. recreation room
.... , Unfinished

Two bays or dormers & smJlll'orch
Hardwood or enamel

.I-IOt air furnan. forced all

.Onc balh and bvatory

Exterior w,lIs.
Roofinl:
Baselll('nt
Allie.
Projecrions
Interior finish.
Heatin..:.
Plumbin!:.

bl' sidinl:,
Asphalt shinjtk
VuU
None
Two bays or dormns
Enamel or J.\um
HOI air

,One harh and lavatory

E""r;or walls
RoolinJ:.
Ihsc",cm.
Attic
Projecrions _
!nlnia. finish
HcarinJ:
1'1" mbinl(

Frame. '
Brick ,

Aygr. ,..-placem.'nr sq. rl. cost

Snndanl Hea 600 sq. (I.

I Story 1"11 Slories
.$5.40 $7.60

5.95 8.40

2 Slories
$9.00

9.90
Fume .
Brick .

AVl\c. replacement sq. ft. cOSI
Standard area 700 sq. fl.

I Story Ph Slories
' .. $7.10 $8.75

7.90 9.60

1 Stories
$10.25

11.25
Frame.
Brick .

Avge. replacement sq. ft. cOSf
Sundard area 800 Sll. fl.

1 SlOry 1112 Stories
.... $7.90 $ 9.&0

.. 8.70 10.55

2 Stories
$11.30

11.40
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SCHEDULE 1 • SINGLE DWELLINGS • MODERN

CLASS 6 CLASS 7 CLASS 8

2 Stories
$12.40

13.65

2 Slories
113.85

15.13

2 Stories
115.35

16.85

Exterior w~lIs Wide or I~p siding
Roofing. . .Oplion~l ucepl tile
Basemen! Full wifh p~ndcd reae~lion room
Auie.... . PI~$fered
ProjeCtions. . .. Oplion~l
hller;or linish. .. Detailed
Heating. . HOI water, steam or vapor
Plumbing. . ..... Two baths & lavatory

Avge. replacement sq. f(. COSt
Sunrlud area 900 sq. (I.

I SIOTY tlh: Stories
Fume .... $8.60 $10.50
Brick... 9.50 11.55

Exterior walls. . .. Wide or lap sidin! or face brick
Roofing. . .. Optional ucept c ay tile
Basement... , Full with paneled recreation room
Attic. .Finished & subdivided
Projections Optional
Interior finish.. .. Dctailed trim, hardwood Roors
Heating.... ", .. Optional
Plumbing. ..2 baths & 1 lavatory, 2 tiled

Avge. replacement sq. fr. COSt
Standard uea 1000 sq. fl.

I Story I IA Stories
Frame .... 110.35 $11.80
Brick. 11.35 1l.85

Exterior walls Siding optional, if brick, face brick
Roofing ,' .Optional. except clay tile
Baliement. Full with paneled recttation room
Attic..... . Finilihed and liubdivided
Projections. . Optional
Interior finish. ,Detailed
Heating. . Optional
Plumbing. . + baths & Ilavatory-3 tiled

Avge. replacement liq. fl- COSt
Standard arca 1100 sq. ft.

I Story 111.1: Stories
Frame .... $11.50 113.10
Brick.. ,. 12.60 14.45

CLASS 9 CLASS 10 CLASS 11

2 Stories
120.75

22.75

Extcrior walls. . .. Optional including stonc
Roo/ing... ,Graduated slate, clay tile or copper
Basement. _ Full, linished and subdivided
Attic Finished and subdivided
Interior finish High class detailed trim
Tile or Vitrolite Optional
Hearing. ,Optional
Plumbing. .6 baths and 2 lavatories

Avgt. replacement sq. ft. cou
Standard area 1700 sq. ft.

I Story III.z Stories
Frame .... 115.60 117.60
Brick. 17.10 19040

2 Stories
$18.65

20040

Exterior walls Optional, detailed trim
Roofing... . .Optional
Basement. . . Full, plastered subdivided & flooring
Attic Finished and subdivided
Interior finish. . High class detailed trim
Tile or Vilrolite + baths, 2lavatorieli and kitchen
Heating, . Optional
Plumbing. .5 baths. 3 lavatories

Avge. replacement sq. fl- COst
Standard area 1500 sq. ft.

I Story I IA Stories
Frame .... 114.00 $15.90
Brick.. 15.25 17.40

'2 Stories
$16.75

18.35
Frame.
Brick.

Exterior walls... .Optional deuilcd lrim
Roofing Optional
Ihiemenl Full, pbnered and subdivided
Allie f'"inishcd and subdivided
Projections ..Ol?fional
[mulor finish. . . .. H'I~h dass detailed Him
Heating.. . Optional
Plumbin!!: 4 baths, 21avHoriu-+ tiled

Avge. replaccmcnt sq. ft. COSt
Standard area 1300 sq. fl-

I Story IVa Stories
.$1l.50 $14.25

13.75 i5.60
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SCHEDULE lA • 2 FAMILY DWELLINGS

CLASS I
DEseR II'TJON, Drop sidint: or common brick wal1s
wood or asphalt shin!:le roof-full basement - no
projections - no dormers - unfinished altic - hath
per SlIitc- SIOVe hra, -I,inc trim and floors.

AVKC. replacement 511. fl, cou

Fume - $5.75 I~rick - $6.15
Sundard HU 900 sq. fl.

CLASS 3
DESCRIPTION: Common brick or nurow siding walls
- op,ioll,1 c~c..pt tile roof-no dormHS 2 two-srory
bays - full bas{'mc1II - I bath per suit" - 2 hal air
furnaccs- hardwood floors enameled finish.

Avgc. replacement Itl. fr. CO$!

Frame-51.50 Brick-$8.10
Sundard area [tOO sq. fro

CLASS 2
DESCR 11'TION: Narrow sidinlt or common brick walls
- ....·00.1 or asphalt shinfo:lc roof - full hasement - no
projections - no dormcrs- unfinished attic - I balh
per suite - two bOI air furn~ces - pine lnm and floors.

AVli(e. repbcemen! sq. flo cOSl

Fnme-S7.00 Br;ck-S7.75
Standard are~ 1000 sq. fl.

CLASS 4
DESCRIPTION: Common brick or narrow siding walls
-oplional e~eept cia}' lile roof - lWO dormers - 2 two
Slory bays - full, plauered ceilin~ b~semenl - 2 lOOms
finished In atTic - I buh per sUlIe - IWO hOI air fur
naces - hardwood floors - enameled finish - tile floors
and wainSCOI in balhrooms - tile Aoors in vtuibule.

Avge. replacement sq. flo cost

Frame - SlJ.50 Brick - S9.40
Standard arn 1200 sq. flo

CLASS 2A
DESCRIPTION: Wide s;d;n/( or common brick walls
asphah shinKle roof - no bays or dormers - full base
men! - nO attic - I bath per suile - hOI air furnace
hardwood floors pine lrim enameled finish linoleum and
Ii no wall in balh.

Avge. rcpbcement sq. fl. COSI

Frame - S8.00 illid - S8.75
Sundanl area 900 sq. flo

CLASS 5
DESCRIPTION: If frame, wide siding or shin!:lc w;lh
masonry ornamentalion - If masonry, face brick on all
sides - oplional Clcept day tile roof - several dormers
or g~ bles - 2 one-slory b~ys - full, plaslered ceiling
basemen I - 2 rooms and balh finished in 311;C - three
balhs - Olllional heat - hardwood &: enamel Ir;m
hardwood floors -I;le wainscoc &: floors in lWO balhs.

Avge. cephctmenl sq. fc. cosc

Frame-S9.7S Brick-SI0.7S
Scandard area 1300 sq. fc.
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SCHEDULE IB • DOUBLE DWELLINGS

CLASS IB-1
DESCRIPTION: Wide sid;n, or (ommon brick walls
-labl" roll or wood .hinel" roof-no dormers - no
bar. - J.i batemenl - unfinished anic - nove hur
2 balhl- pine trim and floor•.

AVIC. ,eplact'mcOi sq. ft. COlt
fume - $5.25 Brick - $5.75

Sundud un 1000 sq. ra.

CLASS 3
DESCRII'TJON: bp sidinjt or common brick "':llls
optional C~C"pl rile roof - IWO small dormers - 4 )'SWfy

bays-full bucmult- unfinished anic-I barh per
suire - hOI air furnace - hardwood floors- hanl"'ood &
pin!' trim - Ii no walls & f100TS.

Av~c. replacem"nr sq. flo COil

Frame - $8.40 !lrie" - ".25
STandard :lrn 1200 sq. fl,

CLASS IA
DESCRIPTION: If frame. lap sidil'll:, if brick shale 0'
pressed brick - optional ucepr Iii" roof-no dormers
or bay. - full buemen. - no allit - 1 bath pcr lui,e
hal air furnace - enameled pine trim - oak 800rs
linoleum &: lino walls in bath.

Avtc. replacement sq, ft. con

.'ume - $8.00 Brick - $8.75
Sundud u.,a 900 sq. ft.

CLASS 4
D~~SCR1PTJON: Will~ sidinl( or face brick walls
optional nee"t day ril~ roof-several I(~blcs or dorm
"rs - 2 2-uory &: 2 I-llory ba}'s - (ull l)laucr~d c~i'in~
huement - plaSfcrc:<1 ullo.livio.led utic - optional h..at 
I hath &: I lavatory per s"it" hndwoollfloon - hard
wood &: "umd"d trim - tilt· floon &: wainscot ill halh.

Av!/.... r"lllac..mt·llt Iq, flo cou

Fnm~ SIO.90 thick SI1.90
Slan<.Janl n,·a 1300 sq. f!.

CLASS 2
D~SCRIPTION; Nurow sidint or common brick walls
- uphah or wood shintle roof - no dormtrs- no
projte:"tion. - full bastmtnt - unfinished anic - 1 balh
ptl suite - 2 hot air furnatC1 - pinc trim &: lloors
lino ..'ails and lloors.

Av~e. replacemenl sq. fl. COSt

Fume - $6.65 Brick - $7."2.5
Sundud un 1100 sq. ft.

CLASS 5
DESCRIPTION: Wide sidinl( or fac.. brick walls
oplioul roof - <Iorm"n &: hays optional- f..11 bue.
m~nt with 2 Tt'crtation rooms - finished &: subdivided
anie - 01"ional h"Jt - 2 had" &: I lavator}' per suite
hndwood Aoors - detailed trim - ,ile ba,hs- ,ile Aoors
in lava tor; ... &: v,·ltihulu.

A"It", r..phc.. m..nt sq. ft. COSf

Fram.. -$11.40 Brid-SI1.40
Sundard aru ISOO st(. fl.
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SCHEDULE 2 • APARTMENTS

CLASS I CLASS ] CLASS 3 CLASS 4 CLASS 5

CLASS 6

CLASS 7
Addilional features ova preceding clus:
ConStruction. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . ... . ,,'ire resisunt corridors
Buement. . . . . . . .. . . .... . . English type 2 suitel
Inlerior finish... . Hardwood or enamel trim

Avge. replacement cu. ft. COlt. . Bricl: 39c - 41c

CLASS 9
Additional fUlures over prueding class:
Basemenl. . . . . ..6 suites
Inlerior finish. . Tiled balhs. marble in lobby

A vge. repbcemenl cu. fl. COSI. . . .. 44<: - 46c

CLASS 10
Additional features over preceding clan
COnstruction. . . . Sleel joist and concrete floors
Features......... . Elevators & incineratorS

Avge. replacement cu. ft. COSL .. 47c -.soc

CLASS 10

lbc -18c
29c - 33<:

. .41c - 44c

.4 suiles

. Extra stone trim
. ... T ertu">:o floors in corridors

CLASS ,

CLASS 8
Add;tional fcaluru over preceding class:
Buement .
EXlerior trim. . .
Inlerior finish.. . .

A...ge. replace men I cu. fl. COSt.

CLASS .5
Additional features over preceding class:
Basement. . Janilor suite (if9 suites or more)
Huting. .SIeam

Avge. replacemenl cu. ft. COSl Fume
Bricl:

CLASS 6
Additional futures over preceding class;
Basement. . . . ... . . . .. 2 suites (if 10 su;tel or more)
EXlerior trim. . Tile cornice, small amoum lIone trim

Avge. replacement cu. ft. COSt. . .. Briel: J4c - lllc

CLASS 8

Additional futuru o"'er precedine class:
Inlerior finish..... . . . .. . . ... . . .. ... . Buill in fealures
Heating.... . 1 hot air furnace per illite

Avee. replacemenl cu. f!. COl!. . . . .. Fume 13c-l4c
Bricl: 25c - 1&

CLASS 2
Additional ftalurCI over preceding dass:
EXicrior walls. . Narrow siding
Basement. .. . . . . . . .. . . . Full
I'lumbing. . 1 hath per suire

Avgc. rt:placemcnl (U. fl. COSI. . Fran>e 17c- 19c
Briel: 10e - 13<:

CLASS 3
Additional features over preceding class:
Exterior walls. . Face bricl: fronl
Projections.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. Service porch
Interior finish. . Hardwood floors
Heating.... .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . HOI air furnace

Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost. . Fume 20e -12c
Briel: 12(: - 2Sc

CLASS 4

CLASS 7

DESCRIPTION

CLASS 1
Exterior W~1l5.......... . Drop sid;ll~ or common britt.
Roof. Flat, tat and Ji:uvel
I'rojections. . None
!'orches. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ., Small cnuy
Ihsemcnl. . .. .. . . . .... . . . .. Small cellar
Interior finish.. . Pine
Hc:;lling........ . SlOves
Plumbing.......... . Kitchen sink & lOilel

AVI!:C. rCIII"ccment cu, ft. COlt. . . ... ~'nmc 10k: - 16c
Brick 17c-l9c
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SCHEDULE 3 • STORES APARTMENTS

CLASS I CLASS 2 CLASS 3
Lap sidinK or common brick with face
In a"d gnve1 roof-full base
and inlerior trim - stove heat - I

DESCRIPTION: Lap siding or common brick with
face brick fronl- ht ur and gravel roof - full base
ment - hardwood Roors and pine interior trim ~ 1 hor
~ir furn2ce nch unir ~ I b2th ller suile.

Avge. replacement cu. f[. COst

DESCRIPTION; Drop sIdIng or common brick w~lls
flat tar and gravel roof-small ct:llat-pme flOOfS and
interior finish - stove heat - Water closer and kllchen
sink.

Avgc. replacement cu. ft. cosr

Frame-lx-lee IJrick-17c-2Oc

DESCRIPTION,
brick front - lIal
ment - pine floors
bnh per luile.

AVll'" replacement cu. ft. cosr

Frame-19<:-2Ic Brick-2Ic-24c Frame-22c-2bc Brick - 25c - 29c

CLASS 4 CLASS 5 CLASS 6
DESCRIPTION, Common brick walls widl face brick
front - hI !at and grav.,] roof-full basement - hud
wood floors -Sfurn hut - lile floors in balili.

DESCRIPTION: All features of preceding, classes, plus
steel joisl and concrete floor construction, and high class
litore fronts.

Av!:e. repbcemenl cu. ft. cOSl. ... 29<:-:we

DESCkIPTION: Brick walls wilh stone or rerra-cotta
trim - flat tar and gravel roof-full basement - hard
wood floors - fire resistant corridors - optional heal.

Av/te. replacement cu. fl. cost 35c-fOc Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost .. . ...tc-SOc
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SCHEDULE 4 • ONE STORY STORES

-

CLASS I CLASS 2 CLASS 3
DESCRIPTION: Drop siding or common brick. walls
plain wood trim store frollt - Rat or llable roof-frame
parrilions - pine & wallboard interior finish - pine
Roors - 2 plumbing fixlures - Slove heat - cheap can·
srTucdon.

Avge. replacement sq. f\. C081

UIleJ:.

Fume. . $2.40
Bride. .. . . .. . . .... 2.65

CLASS 4

112 EIC.
$2.95
3.15

DESCRIPTION: Lap siding or common brick walls
face brick nore frOnt - flat or gable roll roof-frame
partitions - pine & planer interior finish - hardwood
floors - 2 plumbinR fi~tures each store - stove heat
pbin construction.

Avge. reillaeement sq. ft. eou

UneJl. EJic.
FraIne. . .$2.70 $3.65
Brick. 3.00 3.90

CLASS 5

DESCRIPTION: Common brick. or cement block
walls - face brick trim S!Ofe front - f1ar composition
roof - frame partitions - hardwood & plaStHed inlerior
finish - hardwood floors - 2 plumbing fi~lUru each
Slore - hot air heat - average construction,

Avge. rel,lacement sq. f[. COSt

Une~. - $3.40 E~c. - $4.40

RETAIL SHOPPING CENTER
DESCRI PTION: Common brick walls - optional Slore
front - flat or pan hip roof - lile or gypsum patlitions
- optional interior finish - oplional flooring - optional
plumbing fixtures-steam heat-hil:h grade eonstruction.

Avge. replacement sq. ft. cOSI

DESCRIPTION; Common brick walls-stone nim 2
sides $!OT( front - flat (Oml>O$;r;on roof - hollow rile
panillons - hardwood & plaster interior Ilnish - hard
wood floors - 2 plumbing fixtures each store - unit
-hearH o( hot air heat - !load cOllsHuetion.

Avge. repbcement sq. fc. cost

Unex. - $4.40 Ext. - $5.15
Une~. - $.5.60 Exe. - $6.55

DESCRIPTION: Planned as unit - brielt with optional
store fronts & roofs - arcade - typical tenanlS ,ndude
several super marlteu - bowling alleys - restaurant
drug stOre and misc. small shops.

The replacement COSt, new, is computed in each individual
case.
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PUBLIC GARAGES WAREHOUSES

SCHEDULE 7 - CLASS 1 SCHEDULE 7 - CLASS 2 SCHEDULE 7 - CLASS 3

DESCRIPTION: Concrete block or COrnlnon brick
walls-tar & gravel wood joist roof-hOI air or unil
hear - con<;rert sial: floor - interior unlinislled - 1
lava lory.

Avge. replacement ell. fl. COSt .17c-20c

O[SCR]J>TIQN: Concrete block or common brick
wafts-face brick & phte gl~ss display front-tar &
gravel wood !russ roof - steam heal - concrete slab
floor - smaV displa~' room - 2 I. valories.

Avgc. replacement Ctl. ft. cost lOc-25c

DESCRIPTION: Concrete block & ('omm(", brid.
walls - phlt glass & architectural lrim front - far &
gravel wood deck roof on steel trusses - concrete floor
unit or Slum heat -IHltC plHI.ered display room & offices.

Av/.:c. repluerncnl cu. flo C(lSI." .25c-35c

SALES ROOM & SERVICE STATION

D ESCR' PT [ON, ConCretC foundation - ~l~l~d brick &
concrele block walls-Ral IH & gra,-e1 roof on !Ied
trusses -pan ba!emenl - conCrete Roors - un;f heaf
ers - buildin!: occupied by automobile sales rOOm
jl:arai:c & i:asolinc service slalioll.

STORAGE WAREHOUSE
DESCRIPTION, One slOry bllildinjl: wilh small second
SIory seefion for ollice- COnCrele foundarions- brick
walls - sl"l'1 frame _. composition roof over COnCrele
slabs - concrele Roors - unit healers,

FREIGHT TRANSFER TERMINAL
DEseR I PTlON: Ihick foundation - brick & sl,,~1

w~l1s - R3I coml'osifion roof - COllerelc & wood Roors
unil heafas - covered loadinJi: I'ladorm.

Due to the wide variance in size, quality and equipment, replacement cost is
figured individually for these types of buildings.

ALL COST FACTORS BASED ON 200 INDEX-1913 EQUALS 100
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SCHEDULE 6 • GASOLINE STATIONS

CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 3

I

DESCRIPTION: Sheet menl painted or wood .iding
walls - wood frame construction - flu or low gable
roof - no plutu interior - stove hut - I bvatory
very cheap con.lruction quality.

CLASS 4
DESCRIPTION: race brick or "\leeo on muon.y
wall,- muonry co.urruct;on - liar mill type roof
office interior &: lubritorium ceiling plaStered - unir
heat - 2 lavatories - medium conllrUCtlQn quality.

DESCRIPTION: Common brick or cone-reu: block
wall. - muonry & limber conltruelion - roof flu wood
joiu. - no plaucr intuior - .tOYC heal - 1 [autOry
cheap conU'ucrion quality.

CLASS 5
DESCRIPTION: Enamel metal or f3ce brick or stucco
on muonry w3lil- 'teel fume or mnonry conltruc
tion - hI mill type roof - interior ,bud tile or pInter
- unit nUt - 2 13V3torie' - good construction qU3lity.

DESCRIPTION: Face brick or SIUCCO cement blod:
w"I1.- masonry or Timber conltTuction - roof flat wood
joiu. - plUler in office only - unit heat - 2 lava
torin - ordinary construclion quality.

CLASS 6
DESCRIPTION: En3mel met31 Iteel trim or glued
brick or pre..ed w311, - steel fu me or mnonry con
struction - Rn fireproof roof - glned tile or pinter
interior - unit hut - 2 bUloriel - high gude con
struction.
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Due to the many types of gasoline service stations, and to the wide variations in size, quality,
and additional features, the replacement cost is computed in each individual case.
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OFFICE BUILDING
DESCRIPTION: Concrete fooling and foundation
Sled frame construclion- brick walls with limcSloru:
facing On SHcct sides - lile Hch floor conSlruction - re
inforced concrete roof - full bHcment - 1st floor muble
lobby and .enil stores, balance of building medical of
fices - tbree e!evaroTll- SII,am butinl/: syncm.

THEATRE BUILDING
DESCRII)TION; Brick found31ions - brick W311~

cn3meled men I front - sleel trusses - +-ply buill-up
roof - buement under storel only - 3ir conditioned.

OTHER BUILDINGS

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
DESCRIPTION, Two story office building with one
slOry faclory in rear- concrete foundations - brick
walls - reinforced concrell: and mttal dcelt roofs
wood block floors in factory, uptull rile in office, bOlh
over tOnerel/' - SICa m heating system - air condition
ing in office.

LAUNDRY BUILDING
DESCRIPTION: Concrete foundation-brick &: S1cel
suh walls - slcel frame &: uuncs- "om position roof on
wood - cement floor - Ilum beat.

RETAIL STORE
DESCRI PTION; Three storiel 3nd buement - COn
CrCle foundalion - f3ce brick w311s - composition roof
over conCrete slabs - ma pic surf3ced reinforced concrele
floors - steam heHing syslem - ventil31ing and sprinkler
systems.

RESTAURANT BUILDING

DESCRIPTION; Concrele found3tion - painted brick
w311s - porcelain enamel shingle roof - finished 2nd
floor - subdivided buemenl- 3ir condilioning equip
menl - llearn heal.

Due to the wide variance in size, quality and equipment, replacement cost is
Iigured individually for these types of buildings.

AU. COST FACTORS BASED ON 200 INDEX-1913 EQUALS 100
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PRIVATE GARAGES FARM BUILDINGS

TYPE A TYPE B TYPE C
DESCRIPTION: Drop siding, rile or concrete block.
w~ll, - Rat or low gable roof - earth lIoor - cheap door•.

I car
.. $175
.. 225

DESCRIPTION: lap or face brick walls-gable roof
- concrele lloor- pancl swing doon.

AVIlC. replacement COSt

Frame .
Masonry.

t car
. .$100

'50

1 car
$175
/50

3 car
$250
'50

DESCRIPTION; Drop
brick front, or common
(tete Aoor - panel swing

Avac. replacement COSI

Frame .
Masonry, .

siding, concrete
brick walll - lIat
doors,

2 car
$300

'"

block with
roof - can-

3 car
.420
'50

Avge. ~placcmenl cast I car
Frime $250
Masonry. . . 310

2 car
$385".

3 car

""'"

, .

.11 'l

•

DESCRIPTION: lap or face brick walls - hip or
gable roof-optional roo6ng - concrete floor - over
head doors -sewer - water - finished inteTior.

TYPE D

Avge. replacement eon I CIIT
Frame. . . $410
Masonry. . . . . ... . . 510

2 car
$625
81.

, u,
$840
1110

CHICKEN COOP
OESCR! PTIQN: Piers or masonry foundalion - drop
or lap sidin/l:, if frame; concrete block. walls, if masonry
asphalt roof - concrete Aoor.

Avge. replacement sq. fl. cost
Fra me. . .. $0040 - $1.00
Masonry. .63 - 1.25

COMMERCIAL GREENHOUSE
DESCRJPTlO'N:, Typical range 20-30 foot span - pipe
frame -cypress sash~ ventilating sash - steam hut
watering system.

Due to the wide variance in size, quality, & equipmenl.
replacement cost il figured individually for this type of
building.
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ATTACHED GARAGES AND TOLERANCES

Grade 1

ATTACHED GARAGES

Cheap construction
Concrete block foundation & walls
If frame-drop siding exterior
Roofing-asphalt shingle or roll roofing
No plaster, wall board, plumbing or heating
Earth or slag floor; swing doors

Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost - 14c - 24c

DEVIATIONS FROM REPLACEMENT SQUARE FOOT COST FACTORS

The factors used for the various types are to be applied when the de'scription
of the building to be appraised agrees with the standard. Where deviations from
the standard are found, the amounts listed in the following tables are to be
added to, or deducted from, the replacement square foot cost factor of any of
the various classes of dwellings.

Grade 2

Grade 3

Concrete block foundation & walls
If frame-narrow siding
Roofing-asphalt shingle
No plaster, wall board, plumbing or heating
Concrete floor in garage; swing doors

Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost - 22c - 31c

Concrete foundation & walls with brick exterior
If frame-siding optional
Roofing-optional except tile
Garage ceiling plastered
Improvements-sewer, water & electricity
Concrete floor in garage; swing doors

Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost - 26c - 39c

Basement and Foundation

Piers (when foundation specified) Deduct
Basement Add or Deduct
Basement-plastered ceiling Add

Attics

Unfinished (where no attic is specified) Add
Wallboard (where no attic is specified) Add
Plastered (where no attic is specified) Add
Subdivided (where no attic is specified) Add

35c per sq. ft.
75c per sq. ft.
15c per sq. ft.

25c per sq. ft.
50c per sq. ft.
65c per sq. ft.
90c per sq. ft.

Grade 4 Brick or concrete foundation
Masonry walls with face brick exterior
If frame-siding optional
Ceiling of garage plastered on metal lath
Improvements-sewer, water, electricity & heat
Concrete floors, overhead doors

Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost - 31c - 46c

Heating

When a dwelling has a type of heating other than that specified for its
classification, an addition or deduction, based on floor area and story height,
is made.

LUMP SUM MODIFICATIONS

ALL COST FACTORS BASED ON 200 INDEX - 1913 EQUALS 100

Recreation Rooms

Masonry dividing wall $60.00
Mantle and plastered ceiling 150.00
Mantle, plastered walls or ceiling 300.00
Mantle and wood panel walls 430.00

Grade 5

Grade 6

High grade construction
Metal ceiling or 2nd floor joists
Walls & ceiling of garage plastered
Improvements-sewer, water, electric lights & overhead doors;
heating from main dwelling

Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost - 36c - 54c

High grade detailed construction
Second floor or garage ceiling of concrete
Walls and ceiling of garage plastered
Improvements-sewer, water, electric lights & overhead doors;
heating from main dwelling

Avge. replacement cu. ft. cost -- 42c - 65c

Dormers
Plumbing

Per lineal foot $15.00
Per additional fixture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90.00
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Part III- Principles, Practice and Procedure

Chapter I-General Problems

This is a presentation of principles of appraisal and practice, rules of evidence
and legal decisions considered in making the 1946 real estate appraisal in Cuya
hoga County. Our goal is to secure greater unification of assessing, equalizing
and revision practice, to the end that the Assessor, Board of Revision, Board
of Tax Appeals and the Courts may function uniformly as far as possible. Only
thus is the taxpayer protected against violation of his rights.

Taxpayers will no doubt find many problems needing greater clarification
and more official authority than that of one of the eighty-eight County Auditors
of Ohio. In any event, this Manual will assist the taxpayer in determining his
rights and in understanding the Assessor's approach. Where Ohio has not
~ut~oritatively passed on these questions, the interpretation of other states
IS given.

1. Q. What is the basis of assessments in Ohio? A. The Ohio Constitution,
Article XII, Section 2, provides that "land and improvements thereon

_ shall be taxed by uniform rule according to value," while the statutes of
Ohio provide that property shall be assessed at it's "true value in money"
(Section 5560 G. C.).

2. Q. What is meant by true value? A. By true value is generally meant the
market value. The actual value, cash value, fair cash value, fair market
value, have all been held to mean the market value (W. T. Grant Co. vs.
Duggan, 94 F. (2) 859 (1938); National Bank of Commerce vs. New
Bedford, 175 Mass. 257 (1900) ).

3. Q. What is the measure of true value? A. True value in money is the
amount that an owner would be entitled to receive as just compensation
upon the taking of that property by the state (Great Northern Railway
Co. vs. Weeks, 297 U. S. 139).

4. Q. Is true value as used in the appraisal of real estate for the general property
tax then synonymous with market value in Ohio? A. Yes. The statutes of
Ohio provide for the assessment of real property at its true value in
money (Section 5560 G. C. and 5548 G. C.) and for the assessment in
inheritance tax cases at actual market value (Section 5341 G. C.). In
many states the terms market value, actual value, true value, cash value,
selling price, real value, cash market value, fair market value and intrinsic
value have been held to be synonymous. In Murphy vs. Town of
West New York, 132 N. J. 111, the court held that the two expressions,
market value, and true value, meant the same thing.

Chapter Page No.

I General Problems 90 - 94
II Improvements, What Are 94
III Actual Net Income 94 - 96
IV Potential Earning Power 96 - 97
V Depreciation and Obsolescence 97 - 99
VI Railroad and Manufacturing Property 99 - 100
VII Board of Revision 100 - 102

Question No.

1 - 59
60 - 70
71 - 87
88 - 102

103 - 127
128 - 134
135 - 165

5. Q. Is true value a definite, provable concept? A. No. True value is a
fiction. As stated by Judge Rose in McGill vs. Commercial Credit Co.,
243 Fed. 637: "The effort is to find out not what a real buyer and a real
seller, under the conditions actually surrounding them do, but what a
purely imaginary buyer will pay a make-believe seller, under conditions
which do not exist ..."

6. Q. H as market value been defined? A. The market value of a piece of
property is the price in money which the owner of property, willing but
not obliged to sell, could obtain from some other person willing but not
obliged to buy, if such owner should offer the property for sale and make
reasonable efforts to sell it and were allowed a reasonable length of time
to find a purchaser (North America Tel. Co. vs. Northern Pacific Rail
way Co., 254 F. 417. See also Question 3).

7. Q. Does the term market value refer to an existing market, or does it refer to
a normal market in normal times? A. It refers to a normal ·market in
normal times. I know of no Assessor who is not assessing on a long-view
point of value. The market is generally a fiction as already cited, and the
present market is generally regarded by public and private appraisers and
banks as merely temporary (see also INTRODUCTION).

8. Q. When a market for a particular property during normal times does not
exist, how is value arrived at? A. Courts generally hold that where there
is no market, sales of similar properties in the vicinity control. But when
sales of similar properties are cited as evidence of such imaginary market,
it becomes necessary to learn to what extent the property, respectively
the improvement, is really similar and comparable (Cochrane vs. Com
monwealth, 175 Mass. 299).

9. Q. How close should a compared property be to make its selling price com
parable as tending to establish the true value of the instant property? A. The
dissimilarity of property when located only 100 feet from the property
under consideration is enough to change its value very materially (Amory
vs. Inhabitants of Town of Melrose, 39 N. E. R. 276). In another case
the court rejected evidence of sales of other land on the same street within
176 feet on the sole ground that it was too remote. It laid down the doc
trine "sales of land in the vicinity are competent if the lots are in all
respects similar to that owned by the petitioner" (Paine vs. Boston, 86
Mass. 186; see also Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad Co. vs. State, 60
N. H. 133; Wissinger vs. Valley Smokeless Coal Co., 271 Pa. St. 566).

10. Q. Must property be appraised at its true value in money in Ohio? A. It
is one of the objectives but not the principal one. The statutes of Ohio
provide that property is to be appraised in all cases, from the best sources
of information within the Assessor's reach, as near as is practicable, at its
true value in money (Section 5554 G. C.). The legislature has recognized
by this provision that mass appraisals involve a different approach than
private appraisals. Many taxpayers fail to appreciate that the Assessor
must stress uniformity rather than particularity in valuation, while the
expert appraiser stresses value without any consideration of relativity.
In a case before the Supreme Court of Iowa, involving the assessed value
of real estate, it said: " it must be borne in mind that values are neces-
sarily approximate A plainly just and equitable approximation of
values is the goal" (Estate of Flynn vs. Board of Review, 278 N. W. 343).
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2.1.

· \n. Q. Is uniformity and equality more important than the precise determination
of market value. in Ohio? A,. Yes. Courts ha~e reco~nizc!d that eq~ality
of aSSeS8nlent IS the,more Important (Orgel, . Valuation Under Emment
Domain," p. 504)., In American Steel .and Wire Co. vs. Zangerle, 22
O. O. 445, 138 O. S·. 338, decided in 1942, the Court held that true value
was the first consideration, but in a subsequent case, 'Rart)sey vs. Board
of Revision ofFranklin County, 141 O. S. 366, decided in 1943, the Su
pr~m~ Court 'I?racti~ally reversed itself, sl!bor~inating.,this test t.o the
prmclple of, umformlty. In t~e latter case It sal~ that the v.aluatlon of
these premises must ,necessarily bear some relation to valuatIOns placed
on similar proeerties in the same neighborhood." (See also People vs.
Gillespie, 358 Ill. 40; Sioux City Briage Co: .vs. Dakota County" 260
U. S.441; Cumberland Coal vs. Board of RevlSlon, 284 U. S. 23.)

12. Q.. Does uniformity apply as to building assessments? A. There can be no
uniformity' as to building assessments. Naturally no two buildings are
alike. To compare one residence building with another invQlves not only
,spe~ificationsbut also workmanship; not only .c;ondition of repair but ~l$o
mamtenance. There must be considered the kmd of walls, roof, heatmg,
plutnbi~'g, area, aKe and many other.specifications'.',No ~wo blJild~ngs are
or equal value. Even were they ahke as to specificatIOns, their value
~ased on ,future earnings, which ev~ry. apprais~r must consider, ~~ul(t
InvQlve different resultS through capltall2;atlon,lf not through conditIOn.

13. Q. JrJuretheAssessor has knowledge of the sale of property and believes the
same to, represent a normal sale, does the Assessor adopt such sale as his
aJSlssment? A. No. 'The County Auditor must also consider other factors:
,and hi~ base, viz., relativity and uniformity. "

14. Q.. Is tke sales p,.iceof a given piece of property controlling evidence of its
true value? A. No. ''The bargain of the taxpayer is not controlling evi
dence of the 'usual selling price ... at private sale.' For the past several
years, sales of comparable properties have been rare, and, for this reason
we can not hold that' one sale is a controlling index of true cash value .. ."

, (22 Charlotte Inc. vs. Detroit, -293 N. W. 647, 294 Mich. 275, Michigan
Supreme Court, 1940).

15. '.0. Is the amount of a recent existing mortgage a p~rtinent ~nquiry? A. Yes,
but not controlling as evidence of value. .

16. Q. If. there is no marke! for the property, does that render it valueless? ~. No.
rn People ex reI Sebrm~ vs. Dowd, 227 N. Y. Supp. 733 (1928) It was
held that where there IS no market, the pro~erty still has a value for
assessment purposes. (See also Cochrane vs. Commonwealth, 175 MailS.
299.)

17. 'Q. "hen there is no fir,arktt, is the Assessor .(ompelled to resort to a hypo
thlticalsale and. a hypothetical buyer? A. Yes. In both United New,Jersey
vs. State Board, 100 N. J. 1. 131, and G.eneral ~lectric: Co. vs, City of
;Erie,l 168 A53~, the case of Tu~ntey vs. City o~ Ehzabet~, 76 N. J. L. 42,
IS Cited, wherein the Court sllld: "The crltenon estabhshed of market

" value is a hypothetical sale; hence the would-be buyers are hypothetical
b.\lyers,. no.ta~tual and existing purchasers." (See also. Lehi~h v~. Wilkes
Barre Coal Co. Assessment, 148' Ad. 301, 1929..See also Questlon 5.)

18. Q. Does the market value o/securities based on realutate, suck as land trust
certificates, bonds; stocks,ete., furnish a reliable measure '. or index of the
vtdue of the real estate itself? A. No. Such securities are subject to too
many other influences. The lease terms may be unfavorable t~ the owners,.

may be rooted in former conditions of value, may be burdened with high
costs..0.f trusteesh.ip, may be. occupied by a 1081.'ng business, or a failing
tenant. The property may be poorly managed. It may involve an unusual
an4 harsh burden to the owners at expiration of the lease, etc., etc.
The market value of securities may be a~mitted as some evidence, accord
ing to Cooley on Taxation (4th Ed. p. 1682) where it is stated: " ... the
market value of the shares of stocks and bonds is not conclusive evidence
of the value of the property of a corporation, although often a useful and
important, element 10 val!Jation .. ." ~ .' '

19. Q. When property is used in business and the complainant's books show a
certain value, may such book value be regarded as an admission of value where
the day of assessment and the date to which the book value relates closely
coincide? In such case is book value to be given controlling consideration by
the Board of Revision in determining values? A. Yes, if tangible personal
property. The statutory law declares book value as the sole standard for
valuing tangible personal property unless the Assessor believes it inade-
quate (Section 5389 G. C.). .
In an appeal from a land and building value fixed by the Tax Commission
the Court l!.dmitted book value as evidence of value, as follows: "The
record in this case shows that the value of this property was carried upon
the books of the plaintiff in error at a figure considerably in excess of the
amount fixed for taxation value ... The Court recognizes that the book·
value is not necessarily the true value in money, but where complaint is
made because of a .claimed excessive valuation the book value of the
property fixed by the complaining party may be urged against it in the
nature of an admission agamst its own interest." (Arco, Mfg. Co. vs. Tax
Commission, Common Pleas Court of Cuyahoga County, Judge Walther,
1934.)
"It will usually be found that resort to book value is a matter of necessity
because no other methods of valuation are available and an answer must
be obtained even tho.11.!h it be not more than a 'dignified .8uess'." (Grant
Trust & Savings Co., Trustee, 3 B. T. A. 1026. See also Flambeau Paper
Co. vs. Windus, 243 N. W. 216.) .

Q. Is the amount of insurance carried on a building to be given any weight?
A. Yes. In a proceeding to reduce the assessed valuation of prop'erty, ad
mitting evidence as to the amount of insurance carried on the bUilding was
held not to be error (Somers vs. Meriden, 174 Ad. 184). In other cases
it has been held that in the absence of sales of similar property, prospectuses
and appraisals as to the sound value of property incidental to bond sales,
the irtsured and book values were proper items to take into consideration
in arriv!rtg at the probable sale value of the property. (Flambeau Paper
Co. vs. Windus, 243 N. W. 216.). '.

Q.. Is the original cost of (a) the land to the present owner and/or, (b) the
improvement and/or, (c) the land as improved, pertinent to a determination
of value of such improved property' w.he~e the com,parative datfs are recent?
A. Yes. The general rule 10 appropnatlon cases IS to ascertam the market
value of the land, it being'in most cases the best criterion of its value to
the owner, but in getting at the valu~ of the property it is always proper
to ascertain the value of the land separately and the amount paid for
improvements made upon it if there is no market value for such improve
ments (Foote vs. L. & C. Railway Co., 21 O. C. C. 319).

"Subst~ntiar authority Ls to the effect that cost is an element tp 'be con-
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sidered. i~ tax ~alu.ation" (Chicago et al Railway Co. vs. Wisconsin Tax
CommissIOn, CirCUit Court of Dane County, 1940, 84-004 C.C.H., citing
Cooley, Taxation (4th Ed.) Section 961; Pittsburgh et al Railway Co. vs.
Backus, 154 U. S. 421; Chicago Great Western Railway Co. vs. Kendall
266 U. S. 94; Mobile & Ohio R. Co. vs. Schnipper, 3 F. (2) 587). '

22. q. 11ay evidence of experts be considered in determining the value if sales of
tdenttcal property are available? A. Obviously, if property is of a kind
commonly bought and sold, prices paid for property identical with, or
closely similar to, that which is being valued, in voluntary sales in the
open market, on or about the tax day, constitute the best evidence of the
fair cash value of such property, so much so that, if such evidence is avail
able, other evidence is not worth considering. (Tax Valuation of Stock by
Philip Nichols, in Trusts and Estates, January, 1945.) ,

23. Q. Is.the cost of reproduction less depreciation a proper factor? A. Only if
there IS no market, which is always the first consideration. (See People
ex rel Sebring vs. Dowd, 200 N. W. S. 500; People ex reI New York Dock
Company vs. Goldfogle, 203 N. Y. S. 424; Foote vs. L. & C. Railwav,
21 O. C. C. 319; Underwood Typewriter Co. vs. City of Hartford, 122
Atl. 91.) It is generally the principal basis in mass appraisals.

24. Q. Is the cost of reproduction less depreciation a fair test of true value?
A. Yes, so long as the result is fair and discrimination is absent. In a
decision rendered by the Michigan Supreme Court recently in 22 Char
lotte Inc. vs. City of Detroit, 294 Mich. 275, 293 N.W. 647 the Court
sai~: "~or do we think the use of reproduction cost less depr;ciation as a
basIs, With allowances for obsolescence and other relevant factors is un
fair or fundamentally wrong." (See also St. Louis & O'Fallon Railway
Co. vs.U. S., 279 U. S. 461.) However, as stated in Borough of Haworth
vs. State Board of Tax Appeals, 132 N. J. L. 306, neither the cost nor
the cost of reproduction is ever "conclusive on the question of value for
tax purposes."

25. Q. Ar~ sales of property by liquidators of banks, or trustees in bankruptcy,
or recewer.s, o~ trustees .or. executors, or administrators, as free sales entitled
to. any wer¥,ht tn d~termtntng.true value? A. No. The statutes of Ohio pro
Vide that the pnce for which such real property would sell at auction or
at forced sale, shall not be taken as the criterion of its true value" (Section
5569 G. C.) .. The purcha~e price of a factory building at a receiver's sale
dunng a busmess depressIOn was held of no great consequence in deter
mining its valuation for tax purposes (Sweet vs. Auburn, 104 A. L. R.
784; 180 At!' 803).

26. Q. Are offers to sell similar property in the neighborhood at a given price,
(a) befo.re the. date of assess'?lent; or (~) after the date of assessment, entitled
to constdera!lOn, or contt:olltng. tn jiXtng th.e value of instant property?
A. (a) Entitled to consideratIOn; (b) Entitled to consideration.

27. Q. If in a certain neighborhood, where little, if any, evidence is available, we
jin4 a sale: or an .offer to sell, by a.n own~r not forced to sell, at a certain price,
w.htle asktng pnc~s of other nerghbonng, but similar properties are con
stderabl'j grea~er, 1S the low offer of the one property to govern or be given
c011;trolltng .wetght as to t~e value of such parcel as. against the higher asking
pnce of adjacent propertus? A. All must be considered. Neither controls.

28. Q. .Where .the value ?f improved property. is sought to be established by com
panson wtth other tmproved property, 1S property a mile or two distant
therefrom properly comparable? A. No. (See also Question 9.)
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29. Q. When property is sold subject to presently unpaid or future assessments,
such as water, paving, etc., is the sales price to be deemed evidence of the true
value, or shall we add the cost of the unpaid and future assessments in arriving
at the value? A. The price paid generally involves assumption of special
assessments certified for subsequent collection. From a practical stand
point the assessor must be guided by the purchase price. It would be
impossible to analyze the prior delinquent, matured or subsequent liens
from time to time and adjust assessments accordingly. We must assume
that the parties have reconciled and allowed for any and all liens.

30. Q. .What.are the approx. costs per foot of street itn:provements such as curbing,
pavtng, stdewalk, etc., etc.? A. See Part I of this Manual, p. 15, for actual
costs per foot for special assessments.

31. Q. We assess similar lots on the same street at a similar value, regardless of
the various degrees of delinquency-one may be clear and the other badly
delinquent as to either general or special assessment taxes. Is this proper?
A. Yes. The value of such lots may be different but practically they must
be regarded of equal value.

32. Q. How does the Assessor proceed to value on a certain street where there is
no evidence during the past four years as to sales, leases or asking prices of
comparable property? A. It must be compared with nearby property,
where sales have been effected.

33. Q. Where a lot is above or below grade of the normal l~t, are the variations
from a normal lot reflected in the assessment? A. There can be no cate
gorical answer. Generally speaking, a sub-grade lot is worth less by the
cost involved in preparing it for normal use purposes. The Assessor fixes
unit values having in mind general up-grade, or under-grade conditions.
Individual lot variations from general street condition should be brought
to the attention of the Assessor.

34. Q. What value in mass reappraisals is added to a lot over an inside lot if
adjoining an alley on its side? If the alley is 10 feet wide? 15 feet wide?
20 feet wide? A. Lots fronting on an alley should have a unit assigned
only when lots fronting thereon have no other accessibility. For corner
lot on alley, if the alley does not have a unit assigned, add one-half of its
width to the lot. For example, if the lot is 50 feet front and the side alley
10 feet wide, add 5 feet to the lot, total 55 feet front. If the alley is 15
feet wide, add 7~ feet to the lot frontage; if the alley is 20 feet wide,
add 10 feet to the lot frontage. This rule applies to business property;
no addition is made to the value of semi-business residential property for
side or rear alley influence. (See Part I of this Manual, p. 10, "Alleys.")

35. Q. Are butt lots or lots adjacent to a parallel right-of-way valued at less than
other adjacent lots? A. Theoretically, yes; practically, no.

36. Q. What is a standard depth lot in Cuyahoga County (a) as to residential,
(b) as to mercantile, (c) as to industrial property? A. The standard depth
lot in Cuyahoga County is 100 feet for all purposes except as to property
generally selling at square foot or acreage prices. (See Part I of this
Manual, p. 8.)

37. Q. What formula is used for valuing corner lots comparatively with inside
lot values adjacent thereto? A. See corner influence percentage table.
(See Part I, p. 11.)

38. Q. Are residential lots adjacent to a railroad track in actual use and operation
assessed at less than near-by lots on the same street? A. Practically, no.

39. Q. Do restrictions, such as set-back, against business and other uses per se
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add anything to or deter from the value of residential property as compared
with other residential property in the neighborhood not so restricted? A. No.
Restrictions may add, may detract, from the value.

40. Q. Where certain highly improved property is found in a given downtown
block and a certain land value is deduced from its income and other evidence,
is other adjacent vacant land in mass appraisals regarded as of the same
land value? A. Yes, generally speaking.

41. Q. Where a business lot on the main street of a large and growing city is
50 feet in width (that being the predominant width of the lots and buildings
in the vicinity), is regarded as worth $10,000 per foot, does the Assessor
in mass appraising value the adjacent lot 25 feet in width, of the same
depth, at the same price per foot? A. Yes. However, such a lot, wedged
within permanent and substantial structures, preventing consolidation or
single high-class development, might require modification of value before
the Board of Revision where the larger parcel is regarded as permanently
improved to its highest utility. Lots are assessed at an average of high
and low evidence of value; accordingly, the 50 foot parcel mayor may
not be assessed at its true value. On the other hand, the 25 foot parcel
may, under an economic approach, be worth the $10,000 per foot value
or more, while the standardized parcel may be worth more or less than
$10,000 under particular appraisals. The only inquiry before the Board
of Revision is the true value of the property complained of (see Questions
148, 160, 163, etc.)

42. Q. Where suburban property or farm property is subject to an easement in
favor of a power company to run poles or wires or pipe lines thereon at an
annual rental or at a fixed initial payment, should such property be valued
at a greater basis than similar property not subject to such burdens?
A. Prima facie, yes-unless the burdens of the easement are greater than
the benefits, which is seldom the case.

43. Q. In such case, under what plan or formula is the servient estate appraised
where actually used for the transmission of power or of oil, (a) where the
payment calls for an annual payment to the dominant estate, (b) where the
dominant estate has already received a fixed and final amount for such ease
ment? A. (a) Generally speaking, it is capitalized as other rents would
be; (b) such lump sum payment adds nothing to the future value of the
estate.

44. Q. If a perpetual easement, such as a right of egress or ingress or party wall
use, inures to the benefit of certain property and is a burden upon other
property, are they appreciated or depreciated in assessment respectively?
A. Theoretically, yes; practically, no.

45. Q. How does Ohio assess gas or oil wells? Stone or gravel beds? A. They are
valued in Ohio on the basis of the value of their production-that is, the
gross income is considered the capital value-manifestly improper. An
old established well may be worth five or six times its annual income.
(For excellent treatment of this subject see "Illinois Manual," 1939,
p. 163, by Illinois State Tax Commission.) The production tax was held
to be illegal in Blackmore, Auditor, vs. The P & G Oil Company, decided
in the Meigs County Court of Appeals, May 21st, 1935. In Cuyahoga
County an established well is assessed in many cases at 150% of the
preceding year's revenue production, not high enough in our opinion.

46. Q. Is industrial land valued by the acre, square foot, front foot or unit foot?
A. Generally speaking as bought and sold in the vicinity.
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Q. In the valuation of improvements is the square foot ground floor area
preferable to the cubic foot approach as to (a) residential property, (b) in
dustrial, (c) commercial? A. (a) Square foot, (b) cubic foot, (c) cubic foot.

Q. If the cubic foot approach is recommended, how are the dimensions
measured, from the gable of the roof to the basement?-outside measure
ments? A. Outside measurements.

Q. How are new buildings assessed? A. Standardizable buildings are
assessed uniformly as near as is practicable according to schedules and
classes. (See Part II of this Manual.) Owners of non-standardizable
buildings are required to file an affidavit of cost thereof. A percentage of
the cost, varying from year to year according to rising or falling costs, is
adopted as an assessment.

Q. Incase of alterations, such as store front, facades of buildings, changing
elevators, does the Assessor assume, as -the owner apparently does, that the
value of the building is increased by the cost of such changes or modernizing?
A. Yes. It does not necessarily increase the assessable value. The property
may not, prior to renovation, be assessed at true value. Replacements
generally arrest depreciation and involve a new capital outlay. In all
cases of repair, replacements, additions, etc., the Assessor is required to
reappraise the property, not merely the additional work, as most tax
payers assume.

Q. Incase such alterations apparently have added no additional net income,
do they add anything to the value of the improvement? A. Not necessarily
to the economic value; probably to the physical value.

Q. Where the alteration is made by a tenant, does that preclude a changed
assessment? A. No. The structure as altered must be re-assessed, having
in mind the physical and economic value. Whether the addition becomes
a fixture or remains a removable chattel is always a nice question. A
bank vault door installed on leased premises, with a right by the bank to
remove the door as well as other equipment when the lease expired or
tenancy terminated, was held to be part of the building, assessable as
real estate to the lessor. Trabue Pittman Corp. vs. County of Los Angeles,
Calif., Supreme Court, April 9, 1946, 28 AC I (Assessors' News Letter,
p. 59, August, 1946.)

Q. In mass appraisals does the Assessor appraise the area of buildings on
the length of the perimeter as is done by many Assessors? A. No. Probably
half the buildings in this county are thirty years old. One-fourth of them
are fifty years old, represent one-story lean-to's, additions and recon
versions, etc.,-a proper factor in particular appraisals, an unnecessary,
unreliable additional factor in mass appraisals.

Q. Are representations made by an owner or his agent to a bank, for the
purpose of securing a loan, evidence as an admission by the owner of its
value? A. Yes.

Q. Is the right of purchase at a definite sum in a long term, respectively short
term, lease to be considered as evidence of the value of the property? A. Cer
tainly. It is of little relevancy as evidence of present value, however,
where the original lease date is an old one.

Q. Are representations made by the owner or his agent, as to land or build
ing value, contained within the owner's federal income tax return or his
financial representations to the Department of Taxation, admissions against
interest? A. Yes.
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Q. Is such return subject to subpoena as against the Internal Revenue Col
lector, by the Assessor, or Board of Revision? A. Probably.

Q. Does the Department of Taxation submit the balance sheet, franchise tax
return or other documents filed or within its reach as an aid to the local Assessor
or to the Board of Revision in fixing real estate values at their request?
A. There is, of late, greater cooperation between the Department of
Taxation and the Assessor than formerly.

Q. Is an undivided one-half interest in real estate held in common worth
less than is an aliquot part of the whole? A. Practically no. Generally
speaking, the cost of lawyers' fees and court costs are the measure of the
difference in value. If the mere ownership of undivided one-half interest
in common were worth substantially less than one-half of the value of
the whole, we would not have twenty thousand such fractional owner
ships in Cuyahoga County. Over night they would disappear to realize
the added value incident to ownership of one parcel. Indeed, where there
are fractional interests under one trustee ownership the evidence is quite
strong that such diffused ownership of fractional interests under land
trust certificates is considered of a higher value than when owned by one
individual. How else may we explain the original transfer of such property
to be held in trust for perhaps a thousand or more owners?

Authorities hold either that such fractional value equals the aliquot part
of the whole (Wingert vs. State, 129 Md. 28), or that it depends on the
evidence (In re Turner's Estate, 222 N. Y. S. 645; In re Gilbert's Estate,
163 N. Y. S. 974; In re Mittendorf, 202 App. Div. 737; In re Smith's
Estate, 261 Pa. St. 51; National City Bank's Appeal, 2 B. T. A. 696;
McColgan Estate, 10 B. T. A. 958; Stewart vs. Commrs., 31 B. T. A.
201). Experts can seldom substantiate a difference by sales. Authorities
also hold that irrespective of such market, a differentiation is not possible
for reasons of administrative convenience. (See "The Valuation of Real
Estate," by James G. Bonbright, pp. 695, 696; also "Appraisal of Frac
tional Real Estate Interests," by John A. Zangerle ip The Appraisal
Journal, Oct. 1940.)

Chapter II -. Improvements, What Are
Q. Is landscaping of premises, such as sidewalks, driveways, shrubbery,
rock gardens, sunken gardens, fountains, etc., assessable as real estate, and
if so, are they assessed separately from the building as an "improvement" to
land, or as part of the land value? A. Private appraisers appraise them.
Mass appraising seldom considers these evidences of value. Section 5560
G. C. provides that the value of crops, deciduous and evergreen trees,
plants and shrubs shall be excluded in valuing each parcel of "real prop
erty."

Q. Where a hole has been excavated, preliminary to the construction of a
large apartment building, is abandoned for the time being for financial rea
sons, is the unimproved excavation valued and assessed? A. It is so assessed.
If later abandoned the appraiser has his difficulties. It may never be used
for its original purpose. This, of course, goes to the value. A property
owner should bring this to the attention of the Board of Revision for the
current year and to the Assessor for further consideration.

Q. If buildings such as residences, garages, etc., are erected on wooden blocks
or brick piers, are they to be regarded as real property? A. No decisions in
Ohio. They have always been regarded as real estate. However, recent
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decisions in Zangerle vs. Standard Oil Company (144 O.S. 506; 30 0.0.
151) and in Republic Steel Corporation vs. Zangerle (144 O.S. 529, 30
0.0. 161) fix more durable and better affixed property as personalty.

Q. How are substantial billboards and electrical signs, constructed (a) on the
ground, or (b) on top of buildings appraised~as land, improvements thereon,
or personal property? (c) How shall we measure the value? A. (a) As
personal property, (b) probably firmly attached, and are real property.
(c) Primarily on an economic basis; the rental is increased.

Q. Are ordinary billboards attached to stakes in the ground by two by four
studdings personalty? A. Yes. .

Q. (a) Are fences assessed by the Assessor? (b) In case they are joint party
line fences do we assess one-half the value against each of the adjacent owners?
A. (a) Fences are rarely assessed, except as to very elaborate masonry
fences. (b) They should be assessed one-half to each owner, unless the
party agreement otherwise provides.

Q. Are in-a-door beds deemed improvements to real estate? A. Yes, they
are taxed as real estate. So as to storm doors, windows and sash. (See
Silverberg vs. Kramer, 34 0.0. 145, decided September 3, 1946.)

Q. Are kitchen stoves deemed improvements to real estate? A. No. they are
considered personal property.

Q. Are electric refrigerators deemed improvements to real estate? A. No,
they are considered personal property.

Q. Are underground tanks, tanks permanently affixed to Concrete or masonry
foundations deemed to be real or personal property? A. Probably personal
property as to industrial or refiner's property (see Zangerle vs. Standard
Oil Company, 144 O. S. 506, 30 O. O. 151). Such property is classified
as real property by Rules 12 and 13 (Department of Taxation Rules
adopted by the Tax Commissioner July 9, 1939) covering service station
equipment and bulk station equipment respectively. .

Q. Is the erection of a church aside of a residential property generally ground
for reduction of the residence land value, all other things being equal, i. e., the
residence was appraised at its true value before erection? A. It is so reduced
in several states. It depends on the class of residence, the class, style and
elegance of the church, its landscape and setting. It may be a burden or
a benefit. It is not depreciatory, per se.

Chapter III-Actual Net Income

Q. May value be deduced as a multiple of gross earnings of improved property,
no other evidence being available? A. Yes. In the case of Somers vs.
Meriden, 174 Ad. 184, it was held that adopting a per cent of the actual
rental value (in the instant case capitalizing gross income at 10%) of
property as covering legitimate reductions and fair net return to owner
and regarding capitalization on such basis as important in determining
taxable value was not error.

Q. If so, what multiple of annual gross rents generally prevails as to single
family residences, apartments, office buildings? A. The multiple used by
many realtors changes with economic conditions. Many Assessors in
normal times as a rule of thumb multiply residential annual rents by
twelve, apartments by five to six and one-half, office buildings by ten.
The formulas are only approximate. More exact appraisals require esti-
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mates of future net earnings (Southern Railway Co. vs. Kentucky, 274
U.S. 76, 47 S. Ct. 542; Northern Pacific Railway Co. vs. Adams County,
1 Fed. Suppl. 163; Somers vs. Meriden, 174 Atl. 184; Tampa vs. Colgan,
163 So. 577).
Q. Since the Tax Commissioner of Ohio appraises public utility property
largely on earnings, is there not impropriety in appraising residential income
producing property on a physical basis? A. Since public utility values
represent such a large part ,of the tax duplicate, residential owners are,
in my opinion, entitled to similar appraisal to avoid discrimination if both
were appraised by the same individual. Only inability to secure appro
priate earnings' statements for five years and the tremendous cost of such
intimate approach prevent use of similar technique.

Q. If income-producing property were appraised on an economic basis, how
would residential property occupied by the owner be appraised, on an economic
or on a physical approach? A. To avoid discrimination, a similar approach
would be necessary, i. e., the economic value should be given predominant.
consideration. However, in mass appraisals simpiicity of administration
requires residential prop~rty to be appraised largely, on the physical
approach.

Q. Can market value be predicated on a capitalization of net rental value
based on past earnings? A. No. "While the rental value may be taken
into account, it can never constitute the exclusive standard for fixing the
market value of property." (See Algon Realty Co. Tax Assessment
Appeal, 329 Pa. St. 322, citing Forster vs. Rogers Bros., 247 Pa. St. 54,
93 Atl. 26; Stone vs. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co., 257
Pa. St. 456, 101 Atl. 813, Cunningham vs. Ray, 263 Pa. St. 492, 106
Atl. 884.)

Is it the duty of the Assessor to inquire as to the actual net income of improved
property in assessing real property under the sexennial reappraisal? A. Yes.
Such information, however, as to low valued parcels, is not very reliable.
Even many owners of highly improved properties fail or refuse to file
desired information. It is generally belated, inaccurate, estimated, and
covers too short a time.

Q. If income-producing property is assessed on its net income basis, how
should vacant or under-improved property be appraised, assuming there are
no sales of similar prope~ty in the neighborhood for comparison? A. Like
wise, i. e., on its economic basis. However, simplicity of administration
requires assessment of vacant land on a basis comparable to other vacant
lands. The economic approach, by assuming a hypothetical building on
the land and deducing a net earnings' statement is too involved and
fraught with too much error, too many guesses.

Q. Is the actual cost of management, or other actual costs, allowed as expense
items? A. No, normal expenses are the objective.

Q. What per cent of depreciation as to office buildings, apartments, fireproof
and non-fireproof, is allowed as a proper expense charge on statements of
actual income and disbursement? Does the Assessor favor the straight line,
the declining balance, or the sinking fund method of depreciation? A. The
Tax Commission of 'Ohio (1937 Manual) presented a table of graduated
reductions equalling 55% in fifty years. An improved table on a declining
balance basis is in use in Cuyahoga County, which aggregates 65.4% in
fifty years. (See depreciation table in Part II of this Manual; see also
Questions pertaining to depreciation, Chapter V.)
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Is such depreciation charge based on the present cost of reproduction or on
the original cost? A. Present cost of reproduction.

I n allowing such depreciation as an expense in such statement, does the
Assessor take into consideration the accumulated depreciation charges and
depreciate the balance on a basis of future economic life of the improvement?
A. The present value, usually the reproduction cost less depreciation,
must be depreciated on the basis of its future economic life.

Q. After deducting the normal expenditures, what capitalization rate or rates
are used as to retail property in the best shopping district? A. The rate of
capitalization depends on the credit standing of the occupying tenant, by
the market rate of money, by the character and the value of the security.
Cleveland downtown properties, more or less secured by substantial build
ings under long term lease, indicate in recent years the following rates
of capitalization of long term rentals:

Property Location Date Rate
Truman Building Euclid nr. E. 12th St. August, 1937 4.8%
McCrory Property Euclid nr. E. 4th St. December, 1937 4.5%
Mil1s Restaurant 307-23 Euclid Ave. November, 1940 5.6%
National City Bank Euclid & E. 6th St. December, 1940 4. %
Sedgewick Property 310-14 Euclid Ave. December, 1940 4.8%
Taylor Property Euclid nr. E. 6th St. September, 1941 4. %
Keith Building Euclid & E. 17th St. June, 1942 4.5%

Observe that this data relates to the years from 1937 to 1942, since which
time the average interest rate paid by savings banks has declined con
siderably. The interest rate on time deposits by ,banks in 1932 averaged
4.32%, while in 1946 it averaged 1.8%. Thus, the rate of capitalization
should diminish with the market worth of money. Actual deals, however,
are a better index than theory. In the inheritance tax department the
rate generally used is 4% in capitalized lessors' estates. Recently a twelve
year mortgage for $2,750,000 was effected on the 44-story Terminal Tower
building at a record low of 3%.

Q. Is 5% a proper capitalization rate? A. "If 6% was a proper rate of
capitalization before the depression (as was generally in use), a rate of
4% would be reasonable at the time of the assessment (1938)" (See
Chicago et al Railway Co. vs. Wisconsin Tax Commission, CCH 84-004,
June 1940, Circuit Court of Wisconsin.) It should be observed that
Cuyahoga County bonds, selling at 6% in 1920, declined to 4~% in 1927,
rose to 6% in 1932 and 1933, and declined to less than 1% in 1945.

Q. Is 5% a riskless rate? A. No, "a 5% capitalization is not a riskless
rate (1938); the pure interest rate is 2~%." (Ibid)

Q. Can one capitalize the rentals of a short time lease, o'r of the unmatured
period of a long time lease, to deduce the true value of the underlying property?
A. No. Capitalization of a short time lease, or the present worth of future
benefits under a long time lease must be' supplemented with the value of
the lessee's interest.

Q. Shall the resulting capitalization, when employable, be given controlling
weight over other evidences of value, such as cost of reconstruction less depre
ciation, or actual cost, or insurance, or book value, or expert opinion evidence
of value. A. Not controlling, but predominating weight generally. In
times like these, when the different factors of evidence, such as reproduc
tion cost, income, asking and sales price are in a state of flux, no emphasis
on one factor may be given.
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Q. What are approximate normal charges, based on per cent of gross income,
in the appraisal of a tenant-occupied residence?
A. Approx. Per Cent

Expense of Gross Income
Taxes on building 17.6%

~aaXt~Sro.n .b~d .... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: ~:5~
Repairs, Maintenance, Insurance 18. %
Depreciation 22.5%
Vacancy.. .. . . . . . . . 8.3%
Management.. .. . .. .. . 6. %

Gross Income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .100. %

(From "Capitalization of Residential Income," by John A. Zangerle,
appearing in Assessors' News Letter," Vol. II, No.5, May, 1945.)

Q. What are approximate normal charges, based on per cent of gross income,
in the appraisal of apartment buildings, exclusive of depreciation?
A. Approx. Per Cent

Expense of Gross Income
Taxes....................... . 13.8%
Utility (electricity, gas, water, insurance & miscellaneous) .. 9.1%
Repairs and Maintenance. . 14. %
Administrative (fees, commissions). ... . 6. %
Fuel. ... . . .... . 6.7%
Janitor (and service).................... .. 8.5%
Vacancy............... .. 6.5%

Gross Income. . . . . . 100. %

The item of taxes, viz., 13.8% is somewhat confirmed by the experience of
office building owners who report the average per cent paid for taxes in
1944 as 14%. Of course, the proportion depends on the intensity of use,
the degree of improvement. (From "Income and Expense Under Rent
Control," issued by the OPA, Cleveland, Ohio, June 21, 1943, from a
study of 2,962 apartment units (suites) in Cleveland. The survey covers
1939 to 1943 inclusive, 1943 being estimated.)

Q. It is contended that management of very valuable properties necessarily
involves the operation by a corporation rather than by an individual. Are
the costs incident to the operation of a corporation such as directors' fees,
capital stock tax, etc., proper charges in an earnings' statement? A. We
think not. It could be operated by an individual. Accordingly we would
have different values according to corporation or non-corporation manage
ment-manifestly impossible under planned uniformity. Furthermore,
corporations are managed by individuals.

Q. Are the salaries paid for organizing a corporation, or amounts paid to a
legal firm an element of cost in arriving at the value of a new building, or an
item of expense in a net earnings' statement the first year. A. No.

Q. I n considering cost as evidence of value of an industrial or commercial
or other building, is it proper to consider as an element of cost such charges
as for architectural or engineering fees, carrying charges, administration
expenses, cost of sidewalks, paving or driveways, permit fees, insurance

.64.6%
....................... 35.4%

.. 77.9%

. .22.1%

Total Expense .
Net Earnings .

Total Expense .

Net Earnings .
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Chapter IV-Potential Earning Power
88. Q. Are normal rents, rather than actual income and expenditures, the proper

basis of calculation of economic value? A. Yes. Normal future rentals.

89. Q. What are the normal expenses of an average office building? A. Perhaps
the best answer to this is the tabulation by the National Association of
Building Owners and Managers showing the costs per square foot of rent
able area as well as the per cent of expense based on the gross income of
484 buildings throughout the United States for the year 1944. The total
expenses per square foot of rental area, excluding depreciation but in
cluding taxes, were about $1.05, while the per cent of expenses to gross
income, including depreciation and taxes, is about 75%, depreciation
accounting for about one-quarter of the income. See 1944 Office Building
Experience Exchange Report by B. O. & M. for tabulation of detailed costs.

90. Q. In considering net rentals, may the taxpayer deduct federal income taxes?
A. No. This question has not, however, been decided in Ohio. It is
evident that allowance of high income taxes, approximating 30% or more,
would seriously depreciate the capital value of the property depending on
the amount of exemptions, capital losses, etc. The income tax may in
~lude the owner's liability as to other property; it may pertain to the
Income tax of the instant property only. Furthermore, private individuals
must pay a federal income tax on their incomes without benefit of federal
income tax payment deductions. So we regard the value of a piece of real
estate by comparing the gross figure it sells for, notwithstanding there is a
real estate commission deduction. (See, however, People ex reI Fitch
burgh R. R. vs. Assessor, 2 N. Y. Supp. 240, where "in determination of
income by capitalization, interest on mortgage indebtedness was held
non-deductible.") The best appraisal experts do not include such item as
an expense in earnings' statements.

91. Q. Which of the following are allowable charges in an earnings' statement:

A. Ground rent No Real estate taxes (current) Yes
Interest paid No Real estate taxes (prepaid) No
Notes payable No Real estate taxes (delinquent) No
Dues No Social Security taxes Yes
Donations No Federal capital stock taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ?
Legal fees In cases Franchise taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ?
Professional fees In cases Personal property taxes No
Trustee fees Doubtful Employes' withholding taxes No
Employes' hospitalization .. No Federal excise taxes No
Workmen's compensation. Yes Fire insurance Yes
Traveling expenses No Tornado insurance Yes
Incidentals (itemize) No Elevator insurance Yes
Pension system Yes Window glass insurance Yes
Christmas gifts No Rental insurance Yes
Music No Amortization of furniture, rugs,
Entertainment No fixtures, etc No
Flowers No
Bad debts Yes* *If not otherwise included.

87. Q. Where vacant property has been leased under a long term lease, reneawble
forever, under graduated rentals, is the prevailing rental at the moment to be
capitalized, or shall all future rentals contracted for be capitalized or present
worthed? A. Present and future rents are to be present-worthed, to which
must be added the present worth of the right of reversion, arising after
termination of the lease.
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premiums, and other charges involved prior to the completion and usability
of the property? A. Yes.

97. Q. Assuming that a mortgage is still alive and is being paid for out of the
earnings of the property, may the present amount, as well as the original
amount, of such mortgage be regarded as evidence of value? A. Yes.

98. Q. Since few, if any, sales have taken place in recent years of downtown
property, how would you derive a land value from store rentals? For example,
assume the building to be twelve stories in height, forty years old, in good
condition, store unit being 100 feet front by 100 feet deep, 18-feet high with
12-foot basement, total gross rent for the stores $200,000--what land value
may be deduced therefrom? A. While Assessors, as a rule of thumb, have
multiplied the rental of high class rental property, 100 feet deep, by ten,
a closer inspection will reveal that the multiplier of the store rental should
be approx. twelve to fifteen times. Thus, a $2,000 annual per foot rental
should indicate a capital value of approximately $24,000 to $30,000 per
foot. (See "Rule of Thumb Appraisals," by John A. Zangerle, appearing
in the July, 1945 Assessors' News Letter.)

99. Q. If normal net income is to control, how shall we arrive separately at the
land value and the building value after arriving at the combined value of an
improved parcel of real estate? A. Find a comparable land value based on
sales of nearby vacant land, or capitalized leases or store leases, then
deduct it from the total value to secure tht: building value.

100. Q. Can we find the land value by deducting a reproduction-less-depreciation
building value? A. No. The building value is always residual. It is not
primary. Land values are primary, more easily discoverable and measured;
they are not residual. If this were not so we would frequently find no
land value-the building value would exceed the combined value.

101. Q. In such case, if sales or other evidence such as store rentals, indicate a
land value equal to the above derived or capitalized value for the improved
property, shall we impute no value to the building? A. A nominal value only.

102. Q. Where land on a uniformity basis is worth $100,000 and the building on
a reproductive cost less depreciation basis is worth $100,000, but the property
on an economic basis is worth $J,fJO,OOO, how shall we allocate such excess?
To the land andlor building value? And in what proportion? (If we raise
the building value it will over-assess the building; if we raise the land value it
will violate the system of uniformity. This would be outstanding discrimina
tion if we increase the land assessment as compared with adjacent values.)
A. Either the land unit is inadequate, or the depreciation rate is too
high, or the capitalization rate is too low. There is here an irreconcilable
conflict between appraising on a uniform basis and app'raising on a true
value basis,-if we mean an economic value,-which Will seldom coincide
with a physical value. One or the other must be our goal. We can't
guide our ship by the north and the south pole at the same time.

Chapter V-Depreciation and Obsolescence
103. Q. What depreciation rates are applied to improvements in Cuyahoga County?

A. We believe the declining balance method of depreciation in use in
Cuyahoga County is fair, considering the many other tables promulgated
by public and private appraisers. This method calls for diminishing rates
over a period of years, but a retention of value so long as the building is
in existence, even beyond its originally estimated life. The increasingly

estimated life of buildings requires modification of our conception of the
phy.sical and economic life of our buildings. The Bureau of Internal
Revenue has also recently, in a ruling to the National Housing Agency,
approved the so-called declining balance depreciation method as to mul
tiple-family residences, in income tax procedure for the purposes of deter
mining net income and capital gains and losses (although it has not seen
nor approved the Auditor's rates specifically). The declining balance
method of depreciation is used generally in this county, except where
modified by observed, economic, or sales, value considerations.

The yearly depreciation on the declining balance is 5% the first year on
the reproductive cost, balance good 95%; 5% the second year on the 95%
balance equals 4.7%, producing a cumulative 9.7% depreciation. If a
straight 5% depreciation were taken each year, the cumulative rate of
10% would be involved instead of 9.7%. The yearly rates of depreciation
in use in this county, ranging from 5% in the early life to 172% in the
later life of the structure, calculated on the declining balances, are indi
cated in Part II of this Manual, table of depreciation rates.

104. Q. Is there an irreducible minimum good value used in Cleveland assessing
of buildings? A. Yes, 70% depreciation, i. e., 30% good is generally
assumed.

105. Q. Is there any difference in the depreciation rates applied to frame and to
brick houses? A. No. The difference between a frame and brick house is
not as great as is generally assumed. The F.H.A. studies show a difference
of approx. 6% in cost. It should be borne in mind that the interior speci
fications are generally alike, such as plumbing, heating, wiring, joists,
floors, interior walls, interior trim, etc. Furthermore, the average so
called brick house is not solid brick and tile; probably 95% are of brick
veneer, that is, brick on frame. (See further discussion, Part II.)

106. Q_ Should the same depreciation rate be applied to fireproof and non-fireproof
buildings? A. Here the experts probably very properly differentiate
between these two classes of property. The difference in cost of six-story
apartments is about five per cent. Many none-fireproof buildings have
enjoyed a ripe old age of 100 years or more. However, for the purpose of
simplicity, to avoid errors, and to meet any charge of discrimination, a
uniform rate of depreciation is employed in this county in cases where a
physical summation process alone is employed.

107. Q. What depreciation rates are applied to industrial buildings? A. In these
cases depreciation is generally figured on the observed condition of the
industrial buildings. In some cases the rates are higher than standard,
and in other cases perhaps lower. As to older buildings, the 30% residual
value corrects many inequalities that may arise. Depreciation of industrial
buildings depends so much on the character of the use, whether it be
heavy or light manufacturing, whether chemicals are used in processes,
etc. No standard depreciation that will not be subject to some criticism
can be adopted.

108. Q. Should buildings be depreciated more heavily in the early life of the build
ing and less in the later life? A. Yes, because we believe that under normal
circumstances a building depreciates more in value during its early life.
(The 1946 market is abnormal.) In the later life of a building, say fifty,
sixty, seventy or eighty years, a decade is hardly noticeable in the ob
served condition and given no consideration in asking price. However,
there is considerable disagreement among Assessors and experts on this
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subject. In San Diego, California, for example, the Assessors believe that
no depreciation is incurred in the early life of a building while it is still
considered modern. We think this belies the universal experience in the
sale of tangible personal property and in the sale of real estate in normal
times. The Automobile Dealers' Market Record, for example, imposes a
heavier depreciation in the early life of an automobile; similar calculations
pertain as to pianos, we believe, and machinery and tangible personal
property generally. (See Part II, discussion following depreciation table.)

Q. I n arriving at the present worth of the probable net income of property
under a long term lease as evidence of value to the original owner, is it proper
in a net earnings' statement to make a deduction for depreciation on original
cost? Or depreciated cost? Or replacement cost? A. Replacement cost.

Q. Can a building be said to be physically obsolete when it is producing
economically? A. Note the term, depreciation, includes not only diminu
tion in value but also involves the question whether it has depreciated
not only physically but economically. When a building is still producing
economically, it can not be said to be obsolete, nor can it be fully depre
ciated. (See "Obsolescence Confusion," by John A. Zangerle, Assessors'
News Letter, April, 1946 Issue, p. 30.)

Q. Does depreciation generally include normal obsolescence? A. Yes.
Depreciation is generally defined as a fall in value, a reduction in worth.
(See New York Life Insurance Co. vs. Anderson, 263 Fed. Rep. 527, 529.)
Depreciation includes normal obsolescence. (Nashville, etc., vs. U. S.,
269 Fed. Rep. 351; San Francisco, etc., vs. Scott, 253 Fed. Rep. 854.)
If property is obsolete, it is no longer of use.

Q. When we speak of depreciation or obsolescence do we refer to an actual,
precise, calculable diminution of value, or, to a theoretical diminishment of
value? A. The latter; the former is allowed ;is a rough estimate of diminu
tion of value for physical deterioration.

Q. Is depreciation then confined to physical depreciation? A. No. Depre
ciation refers to diminution of value for any cause, but physical depreciation
must in most cases be limited to economic depreciation. However, other
evidence such as sales price, offered price, private appraisal, admission
of value, etc., may be given predominant weight in the appraisal approach.

Q. When a building is appraised on a reproductive cost less depreciat~on

basis, can it be said to represent the true value of the building. A. Practically,
for mass appraising, yes. This is the general assessing practice in the
United States. An Assessor in mass appraising can not consider all factors
as to thousands of improved property as experts attempt to do when
appraising single properties. The Assessor, like the expert, finds a repro
ductive value, then diminishes the value for age, perhaps for condition
-perhaps for other reasons appreciates and depreciates. But they are
merely theoretical deductions or additions whether by the Assessor under
general property tax administration or under federal income tax admini-
stration or by the appraisal expert. .

Q. Is it good practice in general property assessing to allow the liberal, com
paratively speaking, depreciation rates permitted under federal income tax
procedure? A. No. Uncle Sam permits the taxpayer to fix his own depre
ciation rates. Covering all kinds of improvements and machinery of every
kind and description under varying climatic conditions, throughout the
United States and its territories, the rates must be exceedingly liberal.
Besides, they may not be allowed finally by the government, or, being
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allowed in one year may be modified from time to time thereafter. This is
not possible under annual assessments of real estate fixed by local au
thorities.

Q. What is the main difference as to depreciation practice between federal
income and local real estate tax assessing? A. Federal practice as to depre
ciation is an accounting, not an appraisal, procedure. The government
allows amortization of the cost while value assessors find a value from time
to time based on physical life in part, but also on consideration of net
income, prospects of net income, asking price, selling price, admitted
value, insurance value, etc. This is the law although, because of the
difficulties of mass appraisals, the cost of single parcel appraising, the
many hands employed in each appraisal and the requirement for uni
formity, appraisals are usually arrived at through the summation process,
i. e., value of land, by comparison of sales of nearby vacant land, added
to the cost of reproduction of the improvement less an assumed theoretical
depreciation for age, in some cases for condition. The process as to income
producing property seems erroneous, as the value of the building should
be the difference between the value of the whole less the land value, as is
required in New York State assessing of real estate.

Q. When a building is assessed on a proper basis, depreciated to its observed
condition, does that represent its true value? A. Same as number 113 and
114 above; it is merely one approach to value. The observed depreciation
can only apply to the physical state. You can not observe an economic
value.

Q. What is the difference between functional obsolescence and economic
obsolescence? A. They are synonymous. (See "Assessment Terminology,"
1937, by National Association of Assessing Officers.)

Q. The Tax Commission of Ohio in its 1930 and 1937 Manuals in treating
of depreciation rates for physical appraisals of real estate used the word
"amortization." Is depreciation to be understood as an amortization allow
ance in an earnings' statement as, when invested at a certain rate of interest, will
at the end of its expected useful life recoup the original investment? A. Yes,
but the sinking fund method of recouping original investment or present
replacement is too involved for mass appraisals.

Q. In view of the fact that property owners are stressing obsolescence more and
more, under what circumstances shall reductions be allowed for obsolescence?
A. When a structure is about to be destroyed or is definitely intended to
be destroyed short of the originally estimated life.

Q. Are the following grounds for special obsolescence?
A. Lack of utility No

Vacant ' No
Excessive facilities No
Used for storage only No
Too big for the factory requirements. " No
Too small for the manufacturer's needs No
Not suited to unit assembly line No

Property is not valued for its present use to the present occupant.

Q. A number of states, in addition to using a table of depreciation, allow a
percentage for obsolescence, for example, to small residence structures for the
following objectionable features: apartment houses, adjoining, 5 to 25%;
apartment houses, abutting, 0 to 10%; commercial property, 5 to 15%;
churches, adjoining, 0 to 10%; churches, opposite, 0 to 5%; fire houses, ad-
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joining, 10 to 15%; fire houses, opposite, 5 to 10%. Is this proper? A. No.
These are deteriorating influences. They might even in cases be deemed
nuisances. They are not per se deteriorating influences and in many cases
involve appreciation. In any event, obsolescence is involved only when a
structure will have a shorter economic life than was anticipated when
originally constructed. Furthermore, mass appraising will not permit
allowances for lump sum percentage"s for various depreciatory and appre
ciatory factors. Imagine, in mass appraising, deducting or adding a per
cent for each of the following: area of the building, condition, perimeter,
location, soil, lack of public facilities or parks, race environment, trans
portation facilities, poor mail service, poor telephone communications,
garbage collection service, proximity to school buildings of poor design,
to neglected school buildings, etc.; such deductions must assume a certain
value as true, absolute, which is depreciable or appreciable in fixed sums
or percentage-wise for various influences. Property can not be given a
merit and demerit rating, for we do not know the perfect 100% value.

Q. If a building still produces the same gross rent per square foot as neighbor
ing modern structures, may it be regarded as obsolete? A. No.

Q. If a building is used for its original purpose and there exists no intention
of discontinuing its use prior to the termination of its economic life, is it
subject to a charge for special obsolescence?o A. No. (See "Obsolescence
Confusion," by John A. Zangerle, in Assessors' News Letter, April, 1946
Issue, p. 30.)

Q. Is depreciation in value allowable because a building has been erected for
a single purpose? That is to say, is a building, such as a bank or theatre or
hotel, to be valued for its general availability for all purposes, or for its par
ticular availability or use for which it was built and is best adapted? A. No.
A single purpose building is generally erected for such purpose. Almost
all commercial buildings are single purpose buildings. (See Olson vs.
United States, 292 U. S. 255; C.c.c. & St. 1. R. R. vs. Backus, 154 U. S.
439; Minnesota vs. Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, 25 Fed. Supp.
14 (1938).)
Q. If a structure was grandiosly erected as a monument to the owner, such
as a monumental office building, must that be disregarded in arriving at the
value of the property? A. No, it should be regarded as of additional value
even though the income capitalized does not warrant such a value. (Grif
fith vs. Newark, 13 At!. (2) 860.)

Q. When a mansion house is erected involving e. g., a cost of $500,000, is
the cost of primary consideration in fixing the first year's assessment, or are
all other factors to be considered? A. All factors are to be considered in all
cases. "The cost is not necessarily the taxable value, nor is the cost of
construction less depreciation, nor is the cost of reproduction with allow
ance for deterioration, but such items may be taken into consideration."
(Cooley on Taxation (4th Ed.) p. 1682.)
" ... Sometimes houses of large cost will rent for only a small interest on
their cost and on their value in the market. Other kinds of real estate
may bring a large income upon their cost and on their value in the market.
So that to take the earning capacity as the sole measure would be incorrect,
while yet it may properly have its influence." (People ex rel Fitchburg,
Ry. vs. Haren, 3 N. Y. S. 86.)
However, Assessors for the first year's assessment generally assess primarily
on cost, on the theory that an owner can not be heard to assert that a
structure is not worth its original cost for an initial assessment.

Chapter VI - Railroad and Manufacturing Property
128. Q. Where property fronting on a railroad is used for manufacturing purposes,

and other adjacent similar land is used for residential purposes, both of
the same dimensions, are the two deemed of like value in the absence of sales
or leases or rental evidence? I n other words, does use control in each case?
A. Not use, but probably sales value.

129. Q. In such a case where the manufacturer acquires the residential parcel and
pays a certain amount for the land as improved for residential purposes
which improvements he immediately proceeds to demolish in order to erect
a manufacturing plant, does the Assessor deem such aggregate price to have
been paid for the land value only? A. Yes.

130. Q. I n valuing the right-of-way of a transportation company, is the original
cost thereof or the cost of re-duplication of the right-of-way deemed to be
evidence of the land value? A. Both must be considered. Generally it is
appraised by state authorities on the basis of adjacent property, which
generally under-appraises the property.

131. Q. What factors are to be considered in valuing the real estate of a manu
facturing company? Earnings? Book value? Insurance? Mortgage data?
Usefulness of the plant? Amount of production? A. Each is a factor. The
Supreme Court in American Steel and Wire vs. Zangerle (22 O. O. 445,
139 O. S. 388) wobbled considerably on this question. Commenting on
the Board of Revision's suggestion in its brief that the three methods of
valuing real estate are: (1) reproduction cost less depreciation or "phy
sical" method, (2) the comparative sales of similar property or "market
value" method and (3) the "economic" or capitalized income method,
the Court said: "With respect to these methods it should be observed
that while reproduction cost, depreciation, opinions as to market value,
and income may be given proper consideration, true value is a question
of fact to be determined by the taxing authority ..."

132. Q. When is machinery assessed as real estate? A. The Tax Commissioner
of Ohio has issued many regulations fixing the character of machinery and
equipment which is generally followed. Recent decisions of the Supreme
Court of Ohio in the Standard Oil and Republic Steel Corporation cases

. modified these regulations somewhat (see citations under Questions 62
and 69.)

Teaff vs. Hewitt, 1 O. S. 511, is the leading case in Ohio on the subject
of fixtures which the courts like to pretend to follow. It laid down the
following tests as to what constitutes fixtures. First, actual annexation
to the realty, second, appropriation to the use or purpose of the realty,
third, intention of the party making the annexation. (See "What are
Fixtures in Ohio," by John A. Zangerle, The Ohio Law Reporter, Vol. 33,
July 1, 1946, p. 142.)

133. Q. What factors of value are considered by the Department of Taxation in
valuing public utility companies? Does it consider market value of their
stocks, bonds or debentures, the earnings, the physical value as is provided
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under Sec. 5450, 5452, et seq? If so, how are they weighted with reference
to each other? What per cent of assessment is used? What depreciation?
What capitalization of earnings? A. Neither the former State Tax Com
mission nor the Tax Commissioner has ever published the process em
ployed in valuing public utilities. I do not believe that market value of
stocks and bonds are generally considered.

Q. Who values public utilities? A. They are assessed by the Department
of Taxation of Ohio. The County Auditor at the request of the Tax
Commissioner appraises the real estate. The unit value or aggre.gate value
of the railroads in this state is valued by the Tax CommiSSIOner. He
generally adopts the Auditor's appraised value of the real estate. The
real estate values are then allocated to the taxing districts wherein the
same is located. The difference between real estate values and the unit
value is apportioned to the various taxing districts according to various
formulas prescribed by law.

Chapter VII - Board of Revision
Q. Do Boards of Revision, Boards of Tax Appeals or the Courts approach
valuation differently than Assessors? A. Yes. County Assessors generally
appraise, in mass appraisal work, on consideration, primarily and generally,
and sometimes exclusively, on reproductive cost less depreciation of the
improvement, plus the land value, arrived at on a unit basis or aliunde
such as by sales, leases, or asking prices of similar land. Sometimes, in
the case of new buildings, cost of the building is given primary considera
tion or exclusive consideration. The Assessor's primary concern is uni
formity.

On the other hand, administrative review bodies such as Boards of Re
vision Board of Tax Appeals and the Courts rely on the testimony of
witne~ses as to true value of the improved real estate which is arrived at
by experts primarily as to its economic value, although several appraisal
approaches may be presented; true value is their goal, uniformity ignored,
which generally reverses the Assessor's approaches.

Q. Does any presumption of correctness atta~h. to the Assessor's values ~n

complaint proceedings before thi( !Joard of ReVISI?n? A. Yes.. The rule In
Ohio as to the assessment OrIgInally made beIng presumptIvely correct,
is th~ same as in most states, viz., a court will not substitute its judgment
for that of the Assessor where there has been no abuse of discretion or
where there is no element of fraud. (Stanton vs. State Tax Commission,
114 O. S. 658.) See also Wheeling Steel Corp. vs. ~vatt, 28 O. O. 21,
143 O. S. 71, citing State ex rel Maxwell vs. SchneIder, 103 O. S. 492;
Reynolds vs. Schweinfus, 27 O. S. 311; Somers vs. Meriden, 174 Atl. 184,
and many other decisions.

Q. Does any presumption of correctness attach to the Board of f?evision's
values in proceedings on appeal before the Department of Taxatwn or the
Common Pleas Court? A. Yes. Idem. But the Department seldom
invokes it.

Q. Does the burden of proof rest upon the complainant b~fore the Board of
Revision to establish the true value of the property complatned of before any
reduction may be made to it? A. Yes.

Q. When complainant introduces evidence of a lower value, ~o. evidence
being introduced on the part of the State, must the Board of Revuwn adopt
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such value? A. No. See Hibschman vs. Board of Tax Appeals, 142
O. S. 47, 26 O. 0: 239.

Q. If complainant on appeal before the Board of Tax. Ap'peals, offers no
evidence sustaining the complaint, may the appeal be dumused? A. Yes.
See Swetland Co. vs. Evatt, Tax Commissioner, 21 O. O. 511, 139 O. S. 6.

Q. May the County Auditor re-value real property the year after a sexennial
reappraisal? A. Yes. Idem.

Q. Is re-valuation by the County Auditor of a property in any year a ba: to
further re-valuation any succeeding year? A. No. Idem. O~ly the reqUIre
ment of giving notice of change prevents annual appraIsals, so badly
needed in a disorganized society of changing economy.

Q. What is the nature of the proof required before the Board of Tax Appeals
to break down the assessments fixed by the Board of Revision? Merely pre
ponderating, or clear and convincing? A. The court is required to. pres~me
that the actions of administrative officers were free from wrong, Illegality,
collusion and fraud, and the court is not justified in setting aside an
administrative finding unless the amount of such finding is. substantially
and materially excessive, and unless the f~ct .of su~h excess IS clearly. ~nd
convincingly shown. (See Morton vs. CInCInnatI, 61 .0. S. 329, CItIng
28 Ohio Jurisprudence, Sec. 519, p. 835; Ludlow vs. LeWIS, 6 O. N. P. 513;
Heffner vs. Mahoney, 10 O. D Reprint 260.)

Q. What weight is given to the actual net income of in:p'rove.d prop~rty. as
evidence of value by the Asses~or or ky a 1!oard of Rev'!swn tn. conSIder~ng
complaints? A. PreponderatIng weIght, If the past Income IS reflect~ve

of potential future net income. Howeve~, wit~ the .co~t of reproduct.lOn
rising so rapidly, many property owners wIll begIn to InSiSt on the phYSical
valuation as the primary approach.

Q. If weight is attached to actual net income, assuming that such income
reflects future probabilities, what period of time should such statement cover?
A. Last five years.

Q. When a complaint is tried s?me time after the d~te of th.e assessment, is
evidence of the cost of reproductwn at the ttme of trtal perttnent? A. Yes.
"In determining the value of land or the improvements thereo~, all t~e
facts and circumstances relating to the nature of the property, ItS avail
ability for the purpose for which it was constructed or for any. other
purpose for which it may be used, its obsolete character, If. such It has,
and every other factor that tends to prov~ the true value In ~oney of
the land and improvements thereon, and eVlde.nce of fact~ o~currIng after
as well as before the tax lien day of the year Involv~d WIthIn reasonable
limitations are admissible." (American Steel and WIre Co. vs. Zangerle,
22 O. O. 445, 139 O. S. 388. See also Somers vs. Meriden, 119 Conn. 5,
95 A. 1. R. 434; Atlantic States Coal Corp. vs. Letcher County, 246 Ky.
551; Bonbright, pp. 464, 465.)

Q. Is the amount of fire insurance carried on a building ~r the ~ook .value of
the property carried on the books of the company a perttnent tnqutry?
A. Yes. See Questions 19 and 20, infra.

Q. If a building seventy-five years old, depreciated .accordin~ to the Tax
Commission's table by the Assessor in his mass sexenntal appraual, be found
by the Board of Revision on the taxpayer's compla,in;t to be. worth more than
the assessment, is it the duty of the Board of ReVISIon to tncrease th,! value
although similar buildings are similarly appraised? A. Yes, we thInk so.
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The true value is its sole inquiry. (G. C. 5596, 5560 and 5548,-all pro
vide for assessment and revision to a true value basis. So under G. C.
5611-1 the Board of Tax Appeals must find true value on appeal.)

149.Q. If facts required to be set forth on the complaint blanks prescribed by
the Department of Taxation are omitted by complainant, is it the duty of the
Board of Revision to dismiss such complaint? A. We think it lacks juris
diction (G. C. 5624-1 and 5624-2). In the State of Massachusetts "appli
cation in the form prescribed by statute is a prerequisite to jurisdiction
of the Board of Tax Appeals." It was there contended by the Assessor
that the Board "was without jurisdiction to grant the abatement as
required by law, the application of the taxpayer having been typewritten
on a blank ~heet of paper, whereas the law requires application 'in writing
. . . on form approved by the Commissioner'." (See Board of Assessors
of Boston vs. Suffolk Law School, 4 N. E. (2) 342. See also Atsaroff vs.
Evatt, 24 O. O. 257.)

150. Q. Must the Board of Revision give a formal oral hearing to every com
plainant? A. There is no requirement for a formal hearing. Section
5609 G. C. provides that the Board of Revision must give notice in
writing of the time and place of the hearing of the complaint. However,
the practice in Ohio is more generally to call in a taxpayer and talk things
over instead of having a formal hearing. The practice prevails for the clerk
of the Board of Revision or for the members to call in a taxpayer for a
verbal interview rather than to require a taxpayer to hire lawyers to try
his case with legal evidence. The taxpayer should not be put to the ex
pense of a formal trial with evidence if the complaint may be amicably
settled. Cuyahoga County probably grants more time per complaint to
formal hearings than is required by law-probably more than any other
metropolitan city or county in the United States.

Notwithstanding any hearing or lack of hearing, it is the duty of the
Board of Revision to investigate all complaints (G. C. 5597).

151. Q. Is there a time limit within which complaints against real estate may be
filed? A. Yes. Complaints against value of property on the current tax
duplicate may be filed on or before the time limited for the payment of the
first half year taxes (Section 5609 G. C.).

152. Q. Is the filing of a complaint limited to the owner of the real estate com
plained oj? A. Complaint may be filed by the owner or his agent (Sec
tion 5601 G. C.), but any taxpayer may file with reference to anybody
else's value, presumably in cases of under-valuation (Section 5609 G.c.).

153. Q. When must the Board of Revision hear and render its decision as to com
plaints filed with it? A. Within ninety days after the filing thereof with
the Board of Revision (Section 5609 G. C.).

154. Q. Is the decision of the Board of Revision final? A. No. Appeal may be
taken (by anyone authorized to file a complaint with the Board of Re
vision) to the Board of Tax Appeals or the Common Pleas Court within
thirty days after notice of the decision of the Board of Revision has been
rendered (Section 5610 and 5611-4).

155. Q. Is it proper for the Board of Revision to consider a private appraisal
made at the owner's private expense within a reasonable time, but prior to
the time of the fixing of the assessment, where the expert is not present and
not subject to cross-examination? A. No. Absence precludes cross-exam
ination to ascertain the credibility of the witness.

156. Q. May the owner file as part of the record such expert appraisals or affidavits
or letters attesting to a particular value? A. No.

157. Q. When improved land values are uniformly appraised in a given block,
will the Board of Revision or Board of Tax Appeals reduce the land value
if the improved property is not over-assessed as real estate? A. Generally,
no, for these revision bodies are learning to recognize the primary import
ance of uniformity as against mythical true values. Whenever the Courts
or these revision bodies reduce values of particular properties without
any regard to the assessment of other adjacent and nearby property, the
whole pattern of uniformity is distorted. Discrimination is multiplied,
assessing on a plan of uniformity is discouraged, litigation is encouraged
and equalization is frustrated-anarchy results .

158. Q. When complaint is lodged against a building value before the Board of
Revision, must evidence be confined to such value? Must evidence be excluded
as to the value of the land, or as against the improved property as a whole?
A. Evidence of a building value is not of much assistance in arriving at
the value of the real estate as improved. It is a residual value only and
derived from a determination first, of the value of real estate as improved,
and second, deduction of the land value. Only on the theory that a sum
mation value is correct could such evidence be submitted. (See "The
Case Against Summation Appraisals for Purposes of Taxation," Dec.,
1943, by the Los Angeles Bureau of Municipal Research, Los Angeles,
California. )

159. Q. I n such case must the Board of Revision find the value of the building
only? Or of the real estate as improved, showing separately the land and the
building value? A. The real estate value, as improved. The Board of
Revision is not required to find separately the value of the land and the
value of the building. Neither is assessed. They must be appraised and
each shown separately on the duplicate. The New York statute is better.
It requires showing separately the value of the land and the value of the
land as improved. The inference that land value plus a building value
represents the improved value is missing. It is a tenet of the MAl (Ameri
can Appraisal Institute) that summation appraisals are "unethical."

160. Q. Suppose the Board of Revision finds that the building in such case is
over-appraised but the land, as well as the property as a whole, is under
assessed, is it the duty of the Board of Revision to find the true value of not
only the building but also of the land, as well as the value of the real estate
parcel as a whole? A. It must find the true value of the "real" estate,
which includes not only the land but all improvements thereon. (Section
5322.) It has no duty to find a value of the land or of the improvement.

161. Q. Is an offer by the owner to sell his property at a given price at a time later
than the date of assessment (a) an important, or (b) a controlling factor in
arriving at a value before hearing by the Board of Revision? A. A real bona
fide offer may be regarded as strong evidence, but not controlling.

162. Q. Maya party prove the valuation of his property by showing the assessed
value of other property? A. No. As tersely expressed in the interesting
and well reasoned case of Alabama Mineral Land Co. vs. Commissioners
of Perry County, 95 Ala. 105, 10 Sou. 550 (decided by the Supreme Court
of Alabama): "In determining the valuation at which the appellant's
property should be assessed for taxation, it is immaterial to inquire whether
or not the property has been fairly valued, for the fact that under-valua-
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tions have been permitted in many instances would afford no excuse for
the assessment of the appellant's property at less than its fair market or
real value." So it was held in Me Birney vs. Board of Equalization, 184
Okla. 564, 89 Pac. (2) 314, that a party cannot complain as to the valua
tion of his property because other property is assessed at less than his
property unless evidence is submitted that the other property is the same
as the instant property.

163. Q. Assume that two neighboring and similar residential properties are
assessed at $5,500 and $5,000 respectively, and each worth perhaps $6,000,
(a) may the complaining owner of the first parcel demand before the Board
of Revision that his value be reduced to that of his neighbor? (b) Maya com
plaint be considered where the sole claim is that the property is assessed higher
than neighboring property? A. (a) No. (b) No. Section 5596 G. C. pro
vides that the Board of Revision shall in all respects be governed by the
laws respecting the valuation of real property and shall make no change
except in accordance with such laws. Sections 5560 and 5548 G. C. pro
vide that the Auditor shall assess all real property at its true value in
money. Thus, not only is the County Auditor limited, but also the Board
of Revision which is governed by the same law, to finding the true value
of the property.

The answer must also be in the negative, from a practical standpoint. If
it were possible to prove the value of a property by the value of another,
Parcel "A" would be proven by the assessment of Parcel "13"; "13" by

the assessment of "C"; "C" by "0", and "0" by "A", the true value of
which is in question.

It is also impractical because the taxpayer does not furnish evidence
showing the distinguishing features of the properties, such as the area,
height, kind of interior walls, completion of attic, amount and kind of
plumbing, heating, condition of property, and many other specifications.
Even where buildings are assumed to be identical, elements of workman
ship and condition of maintenance and repair always differentiate. (See
Long Dock Co. vs. State Board of Assessors, 89 N.J.L. 108; City Railway
Co. vs. Beard, 283 Fed. (2) 313; 22 C. J. 178; 17 O. J. 221; Alabama
Mineral Land Co. vs. Perry County, 10 So. 550; McCurdy vs. Prugh,
Treas., 59 O. S. 477.) Even buildings originally identical with identical
specifications may show different earnings and be in different condition.

164. Q. When complaint is filed against an assessment, will any relief, granted for
that year, follow through for the following year? A. No. The original assess
ment may be on the books for the following year. The taxpayer should
file a complaint as to each of the following years to secure further relief.

165. Q. If a clerical error in assessment has been made by the Assessor, is it
necessary to file a complaint with the Board of Revision? A. No, on pre
sentation of the facts, the County Auditor will make the necessary cor
rection.

In the desire for brevity, many questions and answers have undoubtedly been crudely formulated.
The County Auditor welcomes any inquiries for further elucidation or explanation.

On many phases of this subject, the Courts may appear to disagree, even in Ohio. This is because
the art of appraising, especially mass appraising, has been given too little analysis and study. It is the
hope that these questions and answers will invite further study and eventually involve clearer deductions
and conclusions.

Please feel perfectly frank in you(comment.

County Auditor and Assessor,
Secretary, Board of Revision
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